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MATISSE
Ultradeepsolutions will take
delivery of its DP3 DSCV Matisse
diving support construction vessel
later this year.
The Deep Installer is a state of art
DP3 Multipurpose Diving Support
Vessel / SPS Code 2008, with an 24
men twin bell saturation system
for depth down to 300 meter.
The Deep Installer has its own
moonpool, an air diving system,
and can be fitted with any UDS
remotely operated vehicle.
The Matisse is142.9m long
and has a breadth of 27.m It is
equipped with a Huisman 400t
crane that has a Dual fall of
3200m and a single fall of 5200m.
It can sail at a speed of 14 kts
The vessel is equipped with diesel
electric frequency controlled
propulsion, highly efficient
azimuth thrusters, dynamic
positioning system and 400t
offshore cranes (3000m water
depth).

KING'S QUAY

Aker Solutions was awarded a contract from Subsea
7 to deliver umbilicals for Murphy Exploration
and Production Company - USA’s King’s Quay
development in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico.
The work scope includes 22 kilometers (14 miles)
of dynamic steel-tube umbilicals and distribution
equipment to connect the King’s Quay floating
production system (FPS) to the Samurai, Khaleesi and
Mormont deepwater developments.
The King's Quay semisubmersible FPS will be located
around 280 kilometers (175 miles) south of New
Orleans in the Green Canyon area of the U.S. Gulf of
Mexico.
The engineering, design and manufacturing of the
umbilicals and distribution equipment will take place
at Aker Solutions' facility in Mobile, Alabama in the
United States. The work starts immediately and the
delivery is planned for the fourth quarter of 2021.
The contract will be booked as order intake in the
second quarter of 2020.

At the heart of the vessel is a 24
man saturation system capable of
operating at 300m depth.
It also features a large platform
deck 2150 m2 deck space suitable
for wellhead servicing, inspection
and construction diving and ROV
support
There are two moonpools, for
twin bell sat dive systems and
another 7.2m by 7.2m with
damping zones.
It can accommodate 140 people in
38 1-man and 51 2-man cabins

The Matisse at night.
Image: jithu-sukumaran-nair

Aker Umbilicals
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AUDACIA ON LINGSHUI 17-2
Allseas’ Audacia pipelay vessel working on Lingshui 17-2, the
company’s first project in China.
The work involves the installation of 90km of18in export line
with a PLET at the deep end, four 10in flowlines totalling 53 km
with 6 PLETs (J-mode) and the installation of three 4.5inch MEG
lines totalling 19km and 6 PLETs (S-mode).
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HOD WELLHEAD PLATFORM
Aker BP has awarded Kvaerner
the contract for delivering the
topside and steel substructure for
the normally unmanned wellhead
platform at the Hod field. This is
the second project in the wellhead
platform alliance, which was
established between Aker BP,
Kvaerner, ABB and Aker Solutions.
The contract is an important part of
Kvaerner’s strategy to be the leading
supplier of cost efficient, unmanned
platforms. The contract has a value of
approx. NOK 1 billion for Kvaerner.
Kvaerner’s delivery to Hod will
include design, procurement,
fabrication, preparation for sea
transport, as well as hook-up and
assistance for completion on the field.
Prefabrication in Verdal starts today.
The steel jacket and top side will
be ready for delivery and shipment
in summer 2021. Hook-up and
completion on the field will take place
immediately thereafter. On average,
about 250 people will work on the
project at Kvaerner’s yard in Verdal.

Hod platform

ELGOOD CONTROLS
Controls technology company
Proserv has been commissioned
by Independent Oil and Gas (IOG)
to provide a complete subsea
controls system for IOG’s Core
Project Phase 1 development in
the UK Southern North Sea.
Proserv will be responsible for
the engineering, construction and
installation of a complete subsea
control system for the Elgood
single-well subsea tieback. The
system will consist of a master
control station, subsea control
module, subsea distribution and
instrumentation.
The Elgood gas field is part of the
Blythe Hub, which is situated 35km
off the coast of Norfolk in the
Southern North Sea and expected

Elgood gas field
to come onstream in 2021.
Elgood is being co-developed with the
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nearby Blythe field as a single subsea
well tied back to an unmanned
platform at Blythe.

REMOTELY OPERATED SURVEY

Oceaneering's Remotely Operated Survey (ROS) group
Oceaneering's Remotely Operated
Survey (ROS) group has successfully
completed an Integrated Rig Services
campaign for a major operator
offshore South America and recorded
a milestone 150 000hrs of ROS
operations with 99% uptime with no
client operations or vessel downtime.

Oceaneering surveyors in our Remote
Control Monitoring Stations (RCMS)
communicate and coordinate with
the rig personnel and company
representative during rig move
activities,” said Chris Echols, Global
Business Development Manager,
Survey Services.

Oceaneering was contracted by
Apache in June 2019 to provide
Integrated Rig Services on the Noble
Sam Croft drillship. The work scope
included the provision of ROS,
Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV),
and Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler
(ADCP) for a potential three-well
campaign.

“The ADCP systems on the drillship
are maintained, recovered, and
deployed by the ROV crew. This
minimizes personnel on board, and
greatly reduces the logistics and
costs associated with mobilizations in
remote areas.

The ROS and ADCP systems were
mobilized and commissioned on
the drillship during the summer of
2019 after which, the Noble Sam
Croft sailed to Suriname to begin
operaitons.
“The ROS system eliminates the need
to remobilise survey equipment and
personnel for subsequent moves.

“Additionally, during this
unprecedented global pandemic,
the ROS and ADCP services have
added value where personnel
movements have been hampered
by local restrictions, which vary
country to country. By utilizing ROS,
Oceaneering’s services remain
unaffected by these restrictions.”
Oceaneering has now surpassed
150,000 hours of successful ROS
operations.
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VIETNAM TRIALS
Forum Energy Technologies’ remotely
operated vehicle (ROV), the Perry
XLX-C, has successfully completed
harbour trials in Vietnam.
Working with its customer Submarine
Manufacturing & Products (SMP) and
the Vietnam Navy, the harbour trials
followed an extensive commissioning
period and factory acceptance test
which took place at Forum’s test tank
in Kirbymoorside, Yorkshire, UK.
The vehicle is the compact derivative
of the highly successful XLX work class
ROV. The XLX-C ROV was designed,
manufactured and tested on the
same site. It is a heavy-duty work
class hydraulic ROV with a depth
rating of 4000m, with ancillary
equipment, including cameras, lights,
altimeters and sonars.
It will be used to support the
Vietnamese’ submarine rescue
vehicle in its operations during
assessment and preparation of a site
for a submersible rescue.

NEWS

SEAGREEN CONTRACT
Subsea 7 announced the award of a
major contract by SSE Renewables
for the engineering, procurement,
construction and installation (EPCI)
of the foundations and inter array
cables for the Seagreen Offshore
Wind Farm project, 27km offshore
Scotland.
The Seagreen development will be
a 1,075MW offshore wind farm,
comprising 114 wind turbines
located off the east coast of Scotland.
Seaway 7, the Renewables
business unit of Subsea 7, will
manage the EPCI of the 114 wind
turbine generator foundations and
approximately 300km of associated
inter array cables. The agreement will
immediately secure 30 jobs within
Seaway 7’s Aberdeen office where
the EPCI contract will be managed,
with this number expected to reach
around 50 jobs at the peak of activity.
Subsea 7 also confirmed the award
of a substantial contract by Vattenfall
for the Hollandse Kust Zuid (HKZ) 1-4
offshore wind farm project.
The contracted work scope includes
the transport and installation of
approximately 140 wind turbine
monopile foundations and 315km of
66kV inner array grid cables. Offshore
installation is scheduled for execution
in 2021 and 2022 using Seaway 7's
heavy lift, cable lay and support
vessels.

WFS TECHNOLOGIES AND SUBSEA ENERGY SOLUTIONS JOIN FORCES
WFS Technologies (WFS) has joined
forces with Subsea Energy Solutions
(SES) to harness their combined
global expertise and market-leading
range of live condition monitored
cable protection systems for the
offshore energy industry.
The collaboration will see WFS
utilise its smart wireless Seatooth®
technologies, which provide
real-time insight in extreme

environments, with SES’s offshore
cable and subsea umbilical, riser
and flowline protection systems.
Together, the firms aim to help the
industry further extend asset life
and boost productivity by reducing
costs and increasing efficiencies
while also cutting its carbon
footprint. They also anticipate
increasing their market share in
new areas across oil & gas, offshore
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wind and marine energy (wave, tidal
and river).
Philip A.R. Stanyon, Director at
Yorkshire-based Subsea Energy
Solutions, said: “As a business, we
continuously want to push the
boundary of what is possible to
provide the best possible equipment
for the offshore energy industry.
“WFS systems are renowned for their

S
unparalleled ability to communicate
underwater. Integrating WFS sensing
equipment onto SUB-VBR™ Vertebrae
Bend Restrictors, SUB-FLEX™ Cable
Protection Systems and SUB-BSR-D™
Dynamic Bend Stiffeners will allow
motion data to be provided to the
client, providing new insight into fatigue
in real time.”
The WFS Seatooth technology allows
wireless status transmission to and from

the surface, sharing performance data
as a continuous health check as well
as providing additional confidence to
clients when looking after their key
assets. This innovative technology also
avoids through-water cabling.

oil & gas alliance with AeonX Limited
(Nigeria) to promote and deliver the
full range of state-of-the-art Seatooth
products for asset integrity and flow
assurance monitoring to existing and
new clients in Nigeria.

This is the second collaboration that
WFS has announced in as many
months to support global growth for
its patented Seatooth products. The
Scottish firm has also signed a strategic

AeonX is an integrated oil and gas
engineering company, which provides
subsurface and engineering services,
and is also an advisory to the West
Africa oil & gas industry.
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FRAME AGREEMENT
ABB has signed a new frame
agreement to deliver safety and
automation systems across Equinor’s
installed base and greenfield projects
worldwide, helping minimise cost,
schedule and risk.
The agreement will see ABB leveraging
its unique automation and intelligent
digital solutions, including simulation
technologies and processes.
This will enable cost savings,
enhanced productivity and safety
for both brownfield and greenfield
installations internationally.
Aasta Hansteen
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EVOLOGICS MODEMS
FOR US NAVY

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS FOR ASVs

EvoLogics underwater acoustic
modems were recently listed as
Authorized for Navy Use (ANU),
following a lengthy period of testing
and technical evaluation by Naval Sea
Systems Command (NAVSEA) and The
Emergency Ship Salvage Material (ESSM)
System.
The ANU programme provides a list of
selected diving equipment, tools and
accessories which have undergone
design safety reviews, testing and
evaluation to ensure diver safety and
acceptability.
Engineers at ESSM who conducted the
testing of the EvoLogics 18/34kHz USBL
modem system concluded “the system
to be more accurate than our ability
to physically measure the angle and
distances between the USBL and the
modem; these tests gave us confidence
in the system.”
The investigation of EvoLogics USBL
positioning system was driven by ESSM
in hopes of more efficiently locating fuel
tanks in submerged shipwrecks for oil
salvage. Specifically, ESSM were hopeful
to use the system to locate fuel tanks on
the wreck of the Prinz Eugen, a German
battleship sunk in 1946 at Bikini Atoll.
ESSM tested the EvoLogics USBL system
in Yorktown, PA using concrete floating
piers. The USBL receiver was mounted
in a fixed-location for the duration of
the tests, suspended on a pole affixed to
the side of the pier about 4ft below the
surface.
Repeated trials were conducted with
the downside beacon modem moved
to various positions to simulate a
diver locating specific points on the
hull of a vessel.
EvoLogics modems utilize proprietary
Spread-Spectrum Communication (S2C)
technology, which stems from bionic
concepts and allows for data delivery in
challenging, shallow water conditions
for a wide range of subsea applications.
They repeatedly demonstrated the
necessary accuracy necessary to locate
specific points on the hull.

Sonardyne has demonstrated
technologies that will aid autonomous
vehicle operations in challenging
environments under a project funded
by the UK’s national Defence and
Security Accelerator (DASA).

into a SEA-KIT X and tested against
local real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS
positioning, as part of the DASA
programme to fast-track autonomous
vehicle capability in challenging or
harsh conditions.

Working with a 12 m-long SEA-KIT
X class unmanned surface vehicle
(USV), Sonardyne tested and validated
sensors already used by unmanned
underwater vehicles for use on USVs
in support of missions in coastal
waters.

Loss of satellite-based timing signals
needed for navigation and positioning
can occur in ports and harbours
around tall structures or close to cliffs
or inside fjords, where GPS or GNSS
receivers may not have a clear line of
sight with the sky.

Specifically, Sonardyne’s market
leading SPRINT-Nav hybrid inertial
navigation instrument was integrated

It can also happen through deliberate
signal jamming or degrading of
performance, known as spoofing.

PORT OF TYNE (O&M) BASE
Equinor and SSE Renewables
will build a new Operations and
Maintenance (O&M) Base at the Port
of Tyne to service the Dogger Bank
Wind Farm.

Port of Tyne

Dogger Bank Wind Farm is a 50:50
joint venture (JV) between Equinor
and SSE Renewables. Construction
of the wind farm, led by SSE
Renewables, began in January 2020
and as operator for the operations
phase, Equinor will construct this
new O&M base, and operate the
wind farm for its expected life of
more than 25 years.
The overall wind farm comprises
three 1.2GW phases, with each
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phase located more than 130km from
the North East coast of England.

EMPOWERING
our new generation of electric work robots

more powerful more intelligent more future-flexible
world leader in electric underwater robotics
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QUAD LIFT
OOS International has devised a
quad lift ability for its heavy lift
semi-submersible crane vessels OOS

Walcheren and the OOS Serooskerke.
Each has a lift capacity of 4400t.
The OOS Serooskerke and OOS
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Walcheren are identical sister vessels,
each equipped with a state-of-the-art
Dynamic Positioning System and two
high capacity Offshore Mast Cranes.

Together these characteristics
make the OOS Serooskerke and OOS
Walcheren the ideal vessel

combination to perform parallel lifting
operations up to a theoretical 8800t.
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DECOMMISSIONING
Rystad Energy estimates the total value
of the global pool of decommissioning
projects that will accumulate through
2024 could reach $42 billion.
Energy companies have been slashing
exploration and production budgets
since the Covid-19 pandemic took hold
and sent oil prices tumbling, but, with
few profitable investment alternatives,
operators are now likely to increase
spending in decommissioning work.
With an average asset age of 25
years, the Northwest European
decommissioning market could
grow 20% in annual commitments
through 2022 if the current low oil
prices don’t show signs of substantial
recovery soon. In addition to a rapidly
maturing asset base and low oil prices
that erode commercial viability and
potential life extensions, the North Sea
decommissioning market will also be
helped by favourable service contract
prices.
Only about 15% of North Sea assets
have been decommissioned to date,
but in the coming five years we
expect an average of 23 assets to
cease production annually. The UK
is poised to lead the way with nearly
80% of total estimated expenditure on
Northwest European decommissioning
in the next five years, followed by
Norway with 14% and Denmark with
4%. The pool of removal projects in
the region for that period is estimated
at about $17 billion. By comparison,
decommissioning costs in the US for
the same period are estimated at $5.7
billion.
“A protracted low price environment
can potentially motivate operators
to leverage low contract prices and
commit to their asset retirement
obligations, thus spurring
decommissioning activity in the
Northwest Europe region. This will
also provide welcome opportunities
for contractors in an otherwise gloomy
oilfield services market,” says Sumit
Yadev, energy service analyst at Rystad
Energy.

Kingfisher
Shell has submitted two
Decommissioning Programmes
(DP) for the Kingfisher installations
and fifteen Kingfisher infield
pipelines.
These draft DPs are submitted for
statutory and public consultation
in compliance with relevant
legislation and guidelines from
the Offshore Petroleum Regulator
for the Environment and
Decommissioning (OPRED) part
of the Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy,
(BEIS), formerly Department
of Energy and Climate Change
(DECC).
The installation (production
manifold) and the wellhead
structures will be fully removed
during decommissioning, in line
with the requirements of OSPAR
Decision 98/3.
The trenched and/or buried
section of the pipelines will be
decommissioned in situ. The end
of the pipelines will be cut where
they leave existing rock berms and
additional rock cover will be added
to cut ends to reduce snagging
risk.
The trenched end of the umbilical
at the Kingfisher Manifold will
either be lowered by fluidising the
soil or the surrounding soil will
be excavated, and the cut made
at a point where 0.6m depth of
cover has been achieved and
remediated with rock cover, as
required. Shell will aim to limit the
volume of additional rock cover, as
far as practicable.
All surface laid sections of
pipelines and umbilical will
be removed and returned to
shore for recycling or disposal.
Applies to the production
pipelines, production jumpers,
umbilical and umbilical jumpers.
All pipeline protection items
(mattresses and grout bags)
associated with these sections
will be removed and returned to
shore for recycling or disposal.
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Kingfisher field
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POSITIONING FOR FISH FARMS
Since its launch in 2016 µPAP
has established itself as a leading
high performance system for the
positioning of divers and remotely
operated vehicles during the
inspection, cleaning and maintenance
of fish farms.
Use of reliable and accurate
underwater positioning systems
improves operational efficiency by
providing confidence that 100%
coverage of the cage nets has been
achieved, during the inspection or
cleaning.
The compact and portable µPAP
transducer is built with high grade
materials to stand up to the rigors of
the tough environment. The system
is easy to install, typically deployed
on a rigid pole over the side of the
fish farm support vessel or on a
hoist through a moonpool. The µPAP
system acoustically measures the
range and bearing, to a cNODE Micro
transponder mounted on the diver or
the ROV and the geographical position
is then displayed on the operators
monitor.

µPAP positioning for divers
The µPAP is a flexible positioning and
communication system and in addition
to traditional inspection, provides the
capability to quickly verify the position
and depth of anchor lines after a
storm, for example when the lines are
permanently fitted with cNODE Ultra
transponders.

FUGRO ROV AND SURVEY SUPPORT CONTRACT
process of upgrading the Normand
Clipper in preparation for projects this
summer and both the ROV systems and
the survey package will be installed
ready for future operations from Fugro’s
remote operations centre (ROC) in
Aberdeen, Scotland.

Normand Clipper
Fugro has secured a long-term contract
for two remotely operated vehicles
(ROVs) and a full survey positioning
package on Global Marine Group’s
(GMG’s) newly chartered vessel, the
Normand Clipper. GMG are in the

As part of the contract, Fugro will
provide two Fugro core vehicles (FCVs)
from their FCV600 model portfolio. The
FCV600 is a versatile work-class ROV
(WROV) and will allow Fugro to support
the Normand Clipper across a range
of operations, with primary focus on
subsea cable-laying for the offshore
utilities and renewables markets.
The FCV600 model can be fitted with
a custom-built tracked skid, which
improves operability by up to 30 % in
strong currents compared to free-flying
ROVs.
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Kongsberg products including µPAP
are designed for the future of
farming in mind. µPAP systems can
be installed on unmanned surface
vessels and used to collect data via
cNODE Modems fitted to subsea
loggers permanently deployed to
measure environmental sensor data.

FISH MONITORING
RS Aqua have partnered with
Innovasea to monitoring wild and
farmed fish populations within
freshwater and marine systems.
Innovasea have developed a
wireless monitoring system
for aquaculture sites called
aquaCurrent, which allows
producers to monitor and react to
environmental conditions online
in real time. The system uses a
unique underwater acoustic data
transmission protocol meaning no
sensor cables are required.
In the past month Grieg Seafood
Shetland, Cooke Aquaculture
Scotland, MOWI Scotland and MOWI
Ireland have all tested or installed
Innovasea systems at salmon
farming sites in Scotland and Ireland
with support from RS Aqua.
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Save time & money on subsea testing operations. C-Kore subsea testing tools are simple and
automated, no specialised offshore personnel are required. With their compact size, they
can quickly be mobilised anywhere in the world for fault finding, umbilical installation or
sensor testing.
Automated Testing

No personnel required

Save Time & Money

Remote C-Kore support
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LAUNCH AND RECOVERY

eLARS

Responding to market demands for eco-friendly mechanical handling solutions, MacArtney quickly realised that its
novel Electric LARS design also had very appealing economic benefits. Currently being manufactured in Denmark,
this concept could have a large impact in the design of next generation vehicle systems.
Engineering director Lasse Rasmussen talks to John Howes

Earlier this year, MacArtney proposed a new all-electric launch
and recovery system (eLARS). Its development was in response
to solicitations from electric ROV manufacturers looking to offer
a coherent all-electric package.
Manufacturing on the first system, expected to come into
production this summer, is well underway.
“A typical LARS system involves an A-frame or gantry structure
that can swing or extend beyond the footprint of the deployment
vessel, out over the water,” said Rasmussen. “This allows the
underwater vehicle to be lowered safely, clear of the vessel's
side. The mechanical movement of the LARS is normally driven
by hydraulic power.”
The key advantage of hydraulic power is that it is offers a high
degree of energy density. An intrinsic drawback, however, is
that the fluid inside the tubing which transfers the energy, is
contained at a very high pressure – maybe 200 bars or more.
Under such constant high internal pressure, this fluid can leak
out through any weak spots within the tubing or connections.
When this happens, power is lost and the leaking fluid needs to
be cleaned away. Once the leak is detected, it must be re-sealed
and the reservoir topped up.
Hydraulic systems, correspondingly, require a high level of
maintenance and even then, spillages are not uncommon. If
the leak occurs on deck, the spill can normally be contained,
however, this is not the case if the frame extends over the water.
Hydraulic fluid forced out under high pressure, escapes into the
sea or freshwater river, possibly in high volume.
“While the primary driver for developing an Electric LARS was to
remove the risk of contamination, we soon began to appreciate a
number of other benefits that can be accrued,” said Rasmussen.
“Perhaps the most attractive is the low cost of ownership.
"Hydraulic systems are notoriously demanding, requiring regular
servicing. The oil needs to be periodically replaced and disposed
of, and hydraulic hoses must be pressure tested etc, while time
must often be spent tracing and fixing leaks. It can be very
labour-intensive.
"In an electrical system, conversely, the cost of maintenance and
keeping the system running is probably as much as 50% lower.
"The energy consumption of the electric LARS is also
considerably less than that of a similar hydraulic system.
MacArtney's new eLARS
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“Another benefit of electrical systems
is that they are also considerably
cheaper to install. A typical hydraulic
LARS would have to be connected
to the vessel by steel tubes or hoses
hard-routed through the metal body.
"An electrical system, however, just
requires a small number of inherently
flexible electrical cables to make the
connection. The operation is much
simpler and quicker, and there are
large potential savings to be made
from the shorter mobilisation time.
“Hydraulic systems are based on
large hydraulic cylinders and other
equipment items with thick steel
walls.
Replacement items typically require
long lead times of maybe 10 to 20
weeks or more. In order to reduce
risk, therefore, it is necessary to keep
these items in stock as a protection
against downtime, with all the
expense that this entails.
Spare parts for electrical systems,
conversely, are much more readily
available throughout the world
as they are often commonly used
commodities used across other
industries. This often means that
they are less expensive, so the capital
invested in stock that is also reduced.”
MacArtney is reticent to disclose
how it has designed the system,
but the designers have taken great
efforts to incorporate as much proven
technology as possible.
“The offshore industry is very
conservative,” said Rasmussen.
“Hydraulic systems have been
available for many years, so going
full electric requires a change of
mindset. To counter this, however, the
subsystems we are using are based
on technologies we have already
used for over 20 years ourselves with
only slight modifications. We have a
consequently high level of confidence.
“An important feature about
electrical systems is that they make
digital control systems a possibility.
The step movement is eminently

The eLARS prototype being fabricated
more precise than hydraulic
equivalents,” said Rasmussen.
Functionality improvements
include docking head feedback.
"It is also the first step in the
development of automation and
as such, we see the eLARS fitting
in particularly well also with the
design of the latest generation of
unmanned ships.
These have a high level of
automation. Yes of course you
can automate hydraulic systems
but with each and every single
actuator of your design being
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electric, it opens up the next level of
intelligent solutions.
“We are aware that in the past, for
example, accidents have occurred
when novice operators have
forgotten to retract the frame,
causing it to hit the side of the vessel.
In electrical systems, we can prevent
this by programming a movement
profile directly into the control
software, ensuring retraction of the
boom at just the right time.
“If a hydraulic system on an
unmanned vessel leaks, then
the power and control fails until

it returns to port. In electrical
systems, however, the signals can be
datalogged.
It can potentially inform the operator
to look at which motor or part may
need attention, and when, but it is
far more useful than that”.
“We have designed the system for
built-in redundancy so if one of the
drive motors within the frame breaks
down, there is still redundancy within
in the rest of the system to continue
the ongoing operation.
We have even instigated a number of
electrical emergency recovery modes
so that even if the programmable
logic controller – the brain that
controls the entire system –
breaks down, there is still a way
of operating the equipment
and retrieving the ROV in
emergency”.
The all-electric eLARS
includes the new
MERMAC eA scalable
A-frame.
Winch options with
the eLARS include
the MERMAC

R ROV winch series, the MERMAC
S multipurpose winch series, the
CORMAC Q stainless steel winch
series and CORMAC M modular
stainless steel winch series or custom
winch options.
The eLARS prototype currently being
built, will accommodate a wide range
of Inspection and Observation Class
ROVs. It is designed around an ISO
20ft High Cube container size for
easy transport and installation. Its
cable capacity covers a range from
3500m of 17mm diameter cable to
1250m of 31 mm cable.
Basically, however, the eLARS design
is fully scalable and may thus fit any
known LARS purpose.

The eLARS extended
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TIME DOMAIN R

Greg Smith General Manager – C-Kor
Time Domain Reflectometry, or ‘TDR’,
is used to precisely locate subsea faults
and target repair operations. By moving
measurement from the back deck to
direct subsea testing, a step change
in dependability and accuracy can be
accessed. New C-Kore subsea tools
take this concept and add innovation to
reduce testing time, cost and offshore
personnel requirements.
CONCEPT
Like a sonar but for electrical cables,
a TDR fires a pulse of electrical
energy down a cable and records
any reflections that bounce back.
Some reflections are caused by
expected features, such as splices
and terminations, whereas others are
caused by cable faults and damage.
All cable reflections, whether expected
or unexpected, are due to features
that change the line’s impedance.
This physical property arises from the
cable’s materials and construction.
It is normally specified during design
and controlled during manufacture to
ensure cables have reliable transmission
properties.
Connectors, junctions, splices and
splitters can all result in changes of
impedance within an umbilical. Further,
not all cables are designed with the
same impedance value and wet mate
connectors, by necessity of design, will
often have differing impedance from
the cables they join.
The bigger the impedance mismatch
between components the bigger the
reflection observed by the TDR. In the
extreme case, a complete open circuit
will result in the entire pulse returning
as a positive reflection and a total short
circuit will cause a negative reflection of
the same magnitude.
In reality the reflections observed are
smaller for two reasons:
First of all, the impedance of a seawater
fault is often greater than that of a
dead-short. Further, the impedance
of a typical subsea cable may only be
C-Kore units fitted to an umbilical
termination assembly being lifted by an
offshore support vessel
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re Systems Ltd
in the region of 75Ω. Therefore, the
difference in impedance between the
seawater fault and cable impedance is
reduced and the reflection generated
can be much smaller than may be
expected.
The second reason that reflections can
be hard to detect is due to another
physical phenomenon, attenuation.
As a pulse travels down a cable it
loses energy, and further energy is
lost from any reflections as they travel
back towards the TDR. This results in
a smaller and ‘softer’ reflected pulse
being measured than was originally
sent, even if it is reflected by a perfect
open or short circuit. The amount of
attenuation is directly related to the
cable length and design.
CHALLENGES
Testing from the back deck using a
downline adds further complication to
TDR testing.
A downline will have its own
impedance, which is rarely, if ever,
matched to that of the subsea
umbilical (on purpose). What this
means practically, is that a reflection
will be generated when the TDR pulse
reaches the downline to umbilical
connection. The size of this reflection
is often substantial.
Why does this matter?
Umbilical terminations present a
natural weak point in integrity, due
to their multiple sealing components
and exposed nature. Thus, it is not
uncommon to locate the source of
electrical failure in umbilical end
terminations.

This graph shows the detection of a seawater fault 5m along the umbilical’s
length. The blue trace is the shape of a healthy line while the green trace shows
a fault, as indicated by the divergence at the 5m mark.
As the reflections travel back up
to the surface they are softened
and reduced. This ‘blurs’ the two
reflections together and makes it
challenging to see anything except the
end-of-downline reflection. The longer
the downline the more significant the
attenuation.
Downline attenuation also affects
reflections from features further along
the cable’s length. By the time the
pulse has returned to the back deck,
visibility of subtle faults can be lost.
DIRECT TESTING
C-Kore sought to overcome the
inherent limitations imposed by
downlines by moving testing from
the back deck to a direct subsea
measurement.

If a large reflection is being generated
from the downline to umbilical
impedance mismatch, it can be
difficult to impossible to identify a
more subtle reflection from water
ingress, occurring a few centimetres
further along the line.

A C-Kore Subsea TDR is not much
larger than a dummy plug, which
enables it to be plugged directly into
an umbilical termination, with no
cable in between. This allows the tool
to precisely match the umbilical’s
impedance and removes problematic
attenuation introduced by downlines.

The problem is exacerbated by
the attenuation of the downline.

Properly matching impedance has
two major benefits. Most importantly,
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it removes spurious reflections,
as found with downlines, allowing
subtle faults and features to be
seen. This is especially important for
discontinuities observed in the first
few metres of the line where issues
commonly occur. Secondly, proper
impedance matching ensures
maximum energy is injected into
the line (because it is not reflected),
increasing the useful range of
measurement.
As there is no additional cable
required for direct subsea testing,
there is no unnecessary attenuation
added to the measurement.
Measurements made in this way
will be as sharp as possible, allowing
different features to be better
distinguished.
OPERATION
TDRs are powerful instruments and
general-purpose units employed on
the surface provide a bewildering
array of settings and display
options.
Substandard or misleading results
can be obtained if the technician
does not have extensive knowledge
of TDR theory and operation.

LAUNCH AND RECOVERY

Even with an expert technician,
TDR acquisition lies on the critical
path, adding time-pressure to the
measurement and judgment of
sufficient data capture.
To overcome these challenges
C-Kore has designed their tools to be
automated, removing the need for
specialist offshore personnel. Only
a few simple parameters need to be
entered, which can be done in the
field, but is normally completed in
consultation with the customer before
dispatch by C-Kore. Offshore all that is
required is a flash of the ROV lights, or
a touch from the diver, to trigger the
automated measurement routine. This
makes testing a very quick, simple, and
cost-effective process.
DEPLOYMENT
In order to test from the back deck
a downline is required. This adds a
burden to the campaign in the form
of increased mobilisation logistics,
mob time, safety requirements and,
importantly, the time taken to conduct
measurements.
Depending on the water depth, the
vessel time taken to deploy and
recover a downline can be significant.
Especially if the vessel must move to a

safe distance to deploy a clump weight.
C-Kore's tools in comparison are very
simple to handle and deploy, owing to
their compact and self-contained design.
They are light enough to be easily handcarried or helicopter-transferred to the
worksite.
They can be deployed directly with the
ROV in a tooling tray or in a workbasket for
divers. This leads to a very efficient testing
procedure, which saves significant vessel
time and cost.
INNOVATION
While rethinking how a TDR should
operate for optimal operations subsea,
C-Kore has added a number of innovations
to the tool.
Many TDRs impose a deadband at the
start of measurement, which blocks out
data from the first few tens of metres. As
this is a critical area, C-Kore took great
care to design their own bespoke TDR
circuity which does not have this problem,
allowing immediate capture of data.
To take full advantage of the tool’s
automation capabilities C-Kore added
multi-capture functionality. Rather
than only taking a single trace, like a

conventional TDR, the C-Kore
tool takes an entire suite of
measurements for each requested
input pair.
The automated capture allows
the settings to be ‘changed’ after
measurement is complete to
view the results with different
pulse widths and gain values. In
many cases it also removes result
analysis from the critical path,
streamlining operations.
RESULTS
Two of the biggest applications
for C-Kore’s Subsea TDR have
been umbilical fault-finding and
downhole fault location.
Before a fault can be pinpointed
with the Subsea TDR, the faulty
item must first be identified. This
is commonly done by Insulation
Resistance (IR) measurement,
using a tool such as the C-Kore
Cable Monitor. However, there
are some circumstances where
it is beneficial to use the TDR
earlier to reduce the number
of disconnections required,
particularly in older fragile fields
or fields where calcification is a
concern.
In the two years the C-Kore
Subsea TDR has been available
it has located a fault on every
deployment, many of which would
not be visible to conventional
measurement. Many of these
have appeared in connector
terminations and field termination
assemblies, but others have been
identified further along the cable
length.
The tool has even identified
discontinuities in cables with
healthy IR, which upon inspection
via ROV has located previously
unknown impact damage on the
umbilical.
The C-Kore tools are available
in a variety of body styles and
support all common subsea
connectors.
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The second major application is
downhole testing. While it is unlikely
that a tree would ever be pulled to
repair a downhole gauge, operators are
taking the Subsea TDR to investigate
failures and learn lessons for future
drilling campaigns.
By understanding the location and

nature of downhole gauge failures,
which could for example be
open-circuit failures in the trees
or short-circuits at the gauges,
changes to future campaigns can
be implemented to reduce the
probability of instrumentation failure.

PROGRESS
A host of benefits are unlocked by
moving TDR testing from the back
deck to direct subsea measurement.
The technical benefits are
substantial. By eliminating
impedance mismatch, the only
reflections recorded are those from
the cable under test. This can reveal
fault locations that would otherwise
be impossible to detect. Likewise
removing unnecessary attenuation
improves the fidelity of the signal
and allows for easier analysis of the
results.
Using a tool such as C-Kore’s
Subsea TDR also unlocks significant
commercial advantages. Automation
removes the need for specialist
offshore personnel and increases
data capture in reduced time. With
the global pandemic, the benefit of
reduced personnel requirements
has become even more timely.
Further, the equipment is easy to
transport, mobilise and deploy
due to its extremely compact and
self-contained design. This creates
significant vessel time and cost
savings and makes subsea testing
simpler for our customers.

C-Kore Subsea TDR units fitted subsea by ROV, ready to commence testing
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VORTEX EXCAVATION

EXCAVATION DREDGING IS INVALUABLE IN THE DEBURIAL OF CABLES AND PIPELINES

Some of the most powerful
dynamic forces in nature,
from whirlpools to tornadoes,
involve flow revolving at great
speeds around a central axis. NewZealand-based subsea equipment
developer Vortex has emulated this
phenomena within its novel excavation
dredger design. This enables its latest
system to achieve consistent pressures
of 100kpa (29.5in/hg) of suction at the
inlet hose.

Directi

on of

“This makes it
the most powerful
venturi dredge ever
offered to market,” said Vortex’s
Managing Director, Joe Goodin.
“We have been global suppliers
to subsea equipment and services
provider Ashtead Technology
since 2009 to offer this service
to market under an exclusive
arrangement."

flow

ater
From w
pump
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EXCAVATION PRINCIPLE
There are a number of excavation
dredgers currently on the market. All
are based on the principle of a water
pump with multicomponent rotors
driven by a hydraulic or electric motor.
This is used to power the dredger.
The water flow turns a flow friendly
gentle arc of 180 deg and enters the
second stage of the tool - the ejector
section. At this point lies the venturi –
essentially a constriction. When large
volumes of incompressible fluid are
A section of the ejector tube
has a double skin. Water
from the pump is fed into the
outer annulus and directed
to turn, forming a high-speed
vortex. At a specific point,
this fast moving flow enters
the main body at a velocity
considerably faster than
would be the case without
being directed by the helical
strakes. The flow entering the
venturi, therefore, does so at
higher force.

forced through the smaller diameter
bore of a venturi, they are caused to
rapidly accelerate.
As it passes through to the exhaust,
it essentially pulls the flow of dredge
water and any entrained sediment
through the ejector section with it.
The Vortex system works in roughly
the same manner, except that in front
of the venturi, there is a patented
a helical element introduced into

the flow pattern to give the device its
independently proven 100kpa of suction.
DEVELOPMENT
“The original development of the
tool was a result of inquisitive
experimentation and no small amount of
serendipity,” said Goodin.
“The development work probably started
in the early 2000s, when working on
ROVs.
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'We used a lot of ROV-based
excavation dredgers, some more
successful than others, and I began
to consider that there must be a
better way of doing this. We came
up with a series of speculative
designs with various modifications
and took them offshore for testing.
Some worked, some didn’t but one
design avenue seemed to work
spectacularly well.
"The received wisdom was that
keeping the flow linear would
improve flow rates. I decided to
experiment, however, one of which
involved installing a rotational
component to the water entering
the lower ejector tube from the
pumps above. Upon recognising flow
improvements, we carried out testing
to determine the optimum angle and
how this changed for different sizes.
Before long, we had a robust design
that we wanted to patent, but to do
this, we had to get a firm handle on
the fluid dynamics and the properties
that made our device work the way
it did.
“ We carried out a number of
computational flow dynamic CFD
analysis. We discovered that is not
simply a matter of rotating the water.
The pitch angle and the length of
the rotation is important, governed
by a common formula irrespective
of the size of the dredge. Field
testing, however, showed such a
system performs at least 20 to 30%
better than systems without this
technology.

A comparison of Vortex and competitor systems, Vortex can achieve higher
inlet pressures with lower hydraulic pressures. A full 100kpa (29.5in/hg) of
suction.

This design was fabricated into a fully
working product a working tool with
flow performance translated into
real removal rates. We developed
we custom-made axial water pump
components and shaft seals dedicated
to underwater use enable Vortex
dredges to withstand sustained
operation.
At the top of the range is the Vortex
T-100 which delivers a market first
and consistent 100kpa (29.5in/hg) of
suction at the inlet hose.

Parts of a Vortex Excavator
HYDRAULIC POWER
WATER INPUT

DREDGE

PUMP

VENTURI
VORTEX

WATER INTAKE

WATER POWERED REVERSAL VALVE

DREDGE OUTPUT
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"No other competitor dredges have
released similar advertised suction
figures," said Goodin. "The result
is that it gets materials from loose
sands to sticky muds moving faster
inside the dredge inlet hose. Without
very high suction, mud flow stops
and the hose has to be pulled back
into clear water to allow water
flow to continue. With its higher
suction pressures, however, the
vortex dredger can achieve very high
performance levels."
In practice, any excavation dredger
will sometimes get blocked when
the amount of sediment entering
the system sometimes temporarily
exceeds the amount that can be
passed through the exhaust. The
common practice is to reverse the
flow, washing the debris out. Many
systems have a sliding mechanism
that engages the back flush valve,
however, these have been known to
jam with sand. The Vortex system,

however, has a unique water powered
mechanism with no moving parts.

ability to supply electric power in sufficient
quantities.

On ROVs, suction dredgers are
conventionally located on the right
side of the vehicle. This is because the
left hand side often has a five function
heavy duty grabber but the right hand
side has a much more accurate servo
controlled seven function manipulator
which is far more smooth acting and
accurate to dredge around wellheads
and similar targets.

EASY DREDGE

"The value of a more powerful
excavator is that it can replace a larger
one. Our 6in dredger is more powerful
than many 8in units. This smaller size
means more clearance when the ROV is
in the launching frame.
"An increasing trend within the industry
is for electrically driven systems at
the expense of hydraulic systems. We
developed such tools 6-7 years ago
with success, but not all ROVs have the

Like many, Vortex also offers the device
as a diver-held system. Called the Easy
Dredge, it is lowered onto the seabed on a
skid fully assembled. The diver can release
the flexible hose attached to the front to
the ejector tube and move the suction
head easily.
In many competitor systems, the diver has
to return to the skid to turn the suction on
and off or make it go into reverse. This can
take time underwater.
In the Easy Dredge, however, it is
possible to control the system from a
handle on the suction head itself, saving
money in lost productivity and much less
fatigue for the diver.
The Vortex excavation dredger has already
established a track record in a variety
of subsea operations such as the burial
of pipelines and cables, IRM work and
uncovering of pipelines.
The company sees that
decommissioning will
become an increasingly
large part of the work
and Vortex have recently
won a job 450 day from
job in the UK. It has
also won IRM work in
New Zealand repairing
a flexible flow line
and recovering of old
wellheads

Easy Dredge
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TRENCHERS FOR EPC WIND
For many years, the fortunes and technologies of the
offshore and renewables sectors have been interwoven.
The calculations and techniques for unwinding
prefabricated pipelines around drums in 1944 were broadly
analogous to laying transcontinental cables a decade
later. As the cable industry grew, it developed burying and
trenching tools and systems that were to become useful
when the offshore industry looked to lay its own much
larger pipe. Soon, pipelay vehicles began to grow more
powerful in response to the need to excavate in harder or
variable lithologies. This was soon to come in handy when
having to bury cables up to 3m deep into the seabed,
especially in the fast current regimes of the shallower
waters.
In both industries, it became common for an operator
to divide work into packages or contracts and invite
companies to bid. While this remains a very cost-effective
way of operating a field, the critical part of project
engineering is managing the interfaces between the
contracts.
Before long, larger companies or consortia began
negotiating Engineering Procurement Construction (EPC)
or Engineering Procurement Installation Construction
(EPIC) contracts. Owners would essentially surrender the
engineering component of the project to contractor, who
would, in turn, assume all the risk in exchange for a greater
reward.
Today, the large contractors such as Boskalis, Van Oord and
Jan de Nul have taken instrumental positions in offering
complete turn-key wind farm projects for wind clients.
From the EPC contractor's viewpoint, having the ability to
carry out this work in-house means that they do not have
to rely on the availability of subcontractor's equipment.
It is, however, a changing market. Traditional oil and gas
operators such as Equinor, Shell and BP have all taken
corporate decisions to diversify more into the renewables
sector. Their experience in installing and operating offshore
infrastructure, as well as project engineering, is inherently
transferable to the renewables market, particularly the
larger floating units. These offshore operators, however,
have their own supply chain in the form of heavyweights
Subsea 7 and TechnipFMC.
One item instrumental for wind-farm cable installation,
irrespective of the end-user, is the remotely-operated cable
installation tractor. One of the leading vehicle developers,
Soil Machine Dynamics (SMD) has been manufacturing
underwater tractors for over 30 years, expanded as the
market demanded ever-increasing capacities. More
recently, however, the company has began a programme of
rationalising its range of vehicles to more simply meet the
different demands of the future market.

SMD trials with the BT2400 on the
Boskalis Ndeavor
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Recently, Van Oord and Boskalis have
both taken delivery of large vehicles
straight from the top-end of Soil
Machine Dynamics (SMD)’s extensive
underwater cable tractors catalogue.
Both badged at providing 2400hp
of power, these vessels exemplify
the paradigm shift that the market
has seen since the first 20t vehicle
started appearing with 150kW of
power only a few decades ago.
All things being equal, higher
power trenchers can excavate more
cohesive materials, quicker and in
deeper waters, than smaller vehicles.
There are two main variables that
govern this power availability.
The first is the physical space
within the vehicle body to not only
accommodate the large tooling, but
also the hydraulic systems necessary
to operate it. Over the years,
the industry has been designing
progressively larger vehicles that can
support both higher-capacity and
more numerous hydraulic power
units (HPUs) - sometimes up to 6
units.
The second is how much the vehicle
actually weighs. This dictates the
minimum size of surface support
vessel necessary to install the tractor
on the seabed at any given sea state.
Trenching theory
Before the trenching operation
commences, the contractor
routinely carries out a survey to
identify the sort of conditions
that are likely to be encountered
across the project route. It is then
possible to select a trencher with
characteristics to match specific
criteria.
Soil strength is measured in Pascals.
For the most friable sands - maybe
100KPa, it is common to use a hybrid
jetting system, possibly coupled with
a chain cutting arrangement. This
operates in a broadly similar manner
to an archetypal tree saw with

Van Oord's Deep Dig-It being loaded from SMD's facilities

cutting inserts positioned at various
intervals along a multi-link chain. The
chain cutter scrapes the rock or matrix
while the jetting swords clear the
collapsing wall away.
As the soils become harder and more
compacted, the jets become largely
ineffective, while for much harder
rocks up to 80 MPA, such as basalt,
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different tools such as wheel or disc
cutters come into use.
During trenching, the tractor is
lowered to the seabed and steered
across the planned path. One
problem that may occur, however, is
if the trencher suddenly encounters
unexpectedly harder rocks.
This may require exchanging the

trencher for a new device more
suitable for the changed conditions.
If previous studies indicated a high
probability that such a new excavator
would be required, the operator
might bring this on the voyage and
store it somewhere on deck for easier
accessibility. Alternatively, a new
device would have to be sailed out to
site.

This is why many operators employ
the strategy of engaging higher
power units at the start of the
project. They can cut through a
far more comprehensive range
of lithologies and be more costeffective.
This is the solution adopted recently
by Boskalis and Van Oord.
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BOSKALIS
Last year, SMD delivered its ultrahigh powered, compact 2400hp
Cable Burial Tractor (CBT2400) to
Boskalis. It was mobilised directly
onto its specialist cable lay vessel,
Boskalis Ndeavor, from the Swan
Hunter quayside access point. The
tractor will be operated by Boskalis
and specialist trenching contractor,
Canyon Offshore.

CABLES AND UMBILICALS

WHEEL CUTTER
"The large tractor provides a
remote-control platform with a
range of trenching tools for different
ground strengths,” said Graeme
Walker. “The tool features a hard
ground cutting boom, rear jetting
tools for lowering the power cable
and next-generation eduction tools
for spoil clearance.”
VAN OORD
Meanwhile, Van Oord is currently
completing final tests of its new
DBT 2400 Deep Dig-It trenching
machine ahead of deployment to
the HKZ Offshore Wind Farm in The
Netherlands.
Once in situ, the Deep Dig-It machine
will bury four export cables deep
underwater, running from the
windfarm to shore in a project that
will begin in July 2020.
The unique part of the Deep Dig-it
design is that it instead of the normal
3m trench, has been designed to
achieve a record-breaking 5.8m
cutting depth. This is necessary to
cross a busy shipping lane that is
routinely dredged.
"We believe this is a unique
operation" continued Walker. “In
order to achieve a 5.8m depth cutter,
we realised that our conventional
CBT 2400 cutter design had the
necessary power, but the tooling was
simply not long enough.

requiring a range of demands and
abilities and this could be a key to
future strategies.
Rather than creating a range of
trencher designs, it decided to
rationalise its portfolio in form
of offering only 5 or 6 barebones
vehicles, each with power
provisions from 500 to 3600hp.
Each of these bodies, however,
can incorporate a range tooling
cassettes.
"These functional cassettes are
coupled by a standard interface
based on the hydraulic manifolds,
plug-in sockets and mechanical
connections," said Walker. "This
means that different modules
such as a wheel/disc cutter or
other bespoke tooling can be
supplied to given projects.
"Retrofitting these modules into
the body could theoretically be
performed offshore – indeed, one
company has already invested
in a tool changeover handling
system that could even work in
Sea Sate 3, to do just that.
“It is probably more common
however, to sail to a local port
for the changeover,” said Walker.
“The reason is that this can be
better planned.”

"To circumvent this problem, we
selected a larger CBT 3600 vehicle
but without all the hydraulic power,
so on paper, it still remains a 2400hp
unit.
"To achieve the 5.8m trench, Van
Oord plans to feed up to 4.5MW of
water power from the surface to
the subsea vehicle's jets. In addition
we have 1.8MW of hydraulic power
already on the trencher which gives
cumulative power to the trenching
system in excess of 6MW."

Wheel or disc cutters have an advantage
over chain cutters in that they are able
to cut rock with strengths up to 80 MPA.
A limitation is the depth that they can
excavate.
At present, the design is only suitable
for depths down to 1.25m but SMD is
working on a design able to cut 1.5m.
"This depth is likely to increase with
research and once we get to 2m,
companies will gradually move away from
chain cutters and go to wheel cutters,”
said Graeme Walker, Sales and Business
Development Manager.
The advantages are compelling. At the
moment, it is necessary to replace
the cutting chain every 4-10 km while
conversely, the wheel only needs to be
changed every season. This is because it
is the linkage and not the cutting head
that represents the weak component.
One of the limiting factors of the wheel
design is that the product cable needs
to be passed overhead and fed into the
trench. This means the cable has to be
raised over 2m into the cable path above
the wheel before being suddenly lowered
by a depressor, putting the cable under
stress. This is less problematic with a
lower profile chain cutter.
SMD has developed a patent pending
design for a cable loading system which
limits the cable lift height to 1.3m. This
dramatically reduces cable stresses,
while achieving 1.5m and potentially
2m burial depths.
Wheel Cutter

Reviewing the market, SMD
recognised that future orders are
likely to feature similar contracts
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DEPTH AND POWER
HYWIND
As shallower water offshore wind
farms become firmly established,
the industry is both looking further
offshore into deeper waters and
establishing higher power units.
Winds are stronger and more
consistent further out to sea.
Outside the depth of conventional
wind turbines, units in deeper
waters necessitate floating wind
farms and dynamic submarine cable
systems. Higher power connections,
meanwhile, demand higher capacity
cables.
Nexans is one of the few companies
to have established a track record in
both these disciplines and is currently
undertaking development projects
that will draw these disciplines
together.
DEEPER WATER
"Until now, most wind power
generation has employed static power
lines from turbines anchored to the
sea floor up to 50-60m of water," said
Maxime Toulotte, Head of Technical
Marketing.
"Anything deeper requires floating
technology because the foundations
start to become very expensive. The
floating systems, however, are subject
to waves and currents, and these
forces can impose significant dynamic
stresses on the cable.
"Looking at the geographic market,
floating systems can be divided into
two groups. One would be in 100200m waters, satisfying locations
such as the UK and Norwegian North
Sea. The other could be realistically
designed for waters maybe five to ten
times deeper.
"The Mediterranean, for example, gets
extremely deep, very fast and requires
deep water systems. These would also
be applicable to areas in the US West
Coast and Japan.
These deep waters, however have
ramifications on the cable design.

Nexans were responsible for supplying
the cable in the Equinor's Hywind
Demo and Hywind Scotland projects.
Equinor were one of the first oil and
gas operators to transition into floating
wind farms. As Statoil, they announced
the Hywind Demo back in 2009.
This demonstration unit was based on
a 2.3 MW turbine with 85m diameter
blades.
This was followed by Hywind Scotland,
world’s first floating wind farm which
has been producing since 2017. The
farm consists of five 6 MW turbines
with a total installed capacity of 30
MW, and a transmission voltage of 33
kV. In the project, the rotor diameter
increased to 154m and overall height
was set at 253 m.
The pilot farm covers around 4km2
in water depths varying between
95—129m. On site, the average wind
speed is 10m/sec while the average
wave height is 1.8m. It is connected to
shore by a 30km export cable.
Late last year, Equinor gave the goahead for NoK 5bn Hywind Tampen,
project, an 88 MW floating wind power
project intended to provide electricity
for the Snorre and Gullfaks offshore
field. It will be the world’s first floating
wind farm to power offshore oil and
gas platforms.
The floating wind farm will consist of
11 wind turbines and is estimated to
meet about 35% of the annual power
demand of the five Snorre A and B,
and Gullfaks A, B and C platforms that
presently run on gas turbines.
It will also offset 200 000t of CO2 and
1000t of NOx emissions per year.
The development will be a test
bed for further developing floating
wind, exploring the use of new and
larger turbines, installation methods,
simplified moorings, concrete
substructures and integration between
gas and wind power generation
systems.
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"One great advantage of dynamic
cables is that invaluable knowledge of
the structural behaviour has already
been developed for deepwater oil and
gas industry
"Our first dynamic cable for the oil and
gas industry dates back to 1983 and
we worked on numerous fields from
Norway to the Gulf of Mexico. This
experience has been very useful in
devising cable/umbilical designs and
perfecting manufacturing techniques,
but there is still a technology gap that
needs to be unlocked before carrying
the sort of power that the floating
wind industry will require.
"With only a limited amount of power
to transfer, it is not necessary to use
very high voltages. The incidental
advantage of medium voltage systems
is that it actually tolerate a limited
amount of water or humidity going
into the cable insulation.
It all becomes complicated, however,
when the voltage is increased. This not
only necessitates a larger cable, but
cannot tolerate any water or humidity
getting into the insulation. This needs
a water barrier.

TenneT cables

conversely not too thick to resists
movement.
"Making structural changes to known
designs will affect other properties,
and that is why the engineering has to
be considered holistically. Fortunately,
working in the oil and gas industry
for decades has meant that we have
developed a considerable number of
predictive algorithms to which we can
consult."
.
HIGHER POWER
Increasing power within any cable is
likely to produce more heat.

"In static cable, this water barrier
is achieved by using a lead sheath
extruded on the cable. Because
this cannot flex with dynamic wave
movement, however, the challenge is
to replace this by another component.
This could be some form of metallic
foil, for example, possibly or
sandwiched between polymers.
"Ideally, it has to be something very
stable to produce and good for lengths
of many kilometres. You can’t have
something so thin that it break but

"When designing an AC cable," said
Toulotte, " it is important that the
copper conductor does not exceed
90°. The designer, therefore, must add
properties such as bulyancy modules,
strength flexibility etc, while ensuring
the temperature is always regulated.
Fortunately, ambient water has a
strong cooling effect that can dissipate
temperature only a few cms or metres
from the outer body.
"Many power lines, especially 3-core
submarine cables incorporate optical
fibres. For a minor additional cost, it is
a good way to enable communication
end to end and eventually to detect
if any part of the cable comes under
stress or subject to local temperature
increases.

Hywind Scotland pilot park dynamic
umbilical infield cable
"Next-generation cable will also
need a next-generation vessel able
to lay it. Looking to the future, we
are building the Nexans Aurora CLV,
a new deepwater vessel intended
for transport, laying, protection and
repair of subsea HVDC and HVAC
cable systems and with 2 firing lines
adding versatility to the Vessel’s
10,000t payload.
The carousel is an innovative
concentric design based on wellproven technology, which allows
either 2 cables to be processed in
parallel, or a single long length cable
weighing 10 000t net.
This minimises offshore jointing
requirements which is a significant
advantage technically and
commercially. When launched, this
will incorporate the world's largest
offshore carousel.

2GW STANDARD
Transmission systems operator
TenneT has estimated that 40% of
the Netherlands’ electricity will come
from offshore wind farms by 2030.
It has plans for eight 0.7 Gigawatts
(GW) AC grid connections but these
will be added to by up to five 2GW
connections.
At present, however, 2GW offshore
grid connections do not currently exist.
This prompted TenneT to invite cable
suppliers to develop these 'next level'

submarine cable systems. TenneT has
contracted eight cable suppliers to
develop a new standard for a submarine
cable system.
This new cable system is required
for the planned 2GW offshore grid
connections in the Netherlands
(IJmuiden Ver) and in Germany (LanWin
and Balwin) which set a new standard
for connecting offshore wind farms.
A 525 kV HVDC extruded submarine
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cable system with a 2GW capacity
is currently not implemented in any
project worldwide.
The participating suppliers are:
Hellenic Cables SA (Greece)
LS Cable & System Ltd. (Korea)
Nexans Norway AS (Norway)
Ningbo Orient (NBO) (China)
NKT HV Cables AB (Sweden)
Prysmian Powerlink Srl (Italy)
Sumitomo (Japan)
Zhongtian Technology (ZTT) (China)

UMBILICALS

Nexans new cable lay vessel Aurora
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CABLES AND UMBILICALS

UMBILICAL INSTALLATION
When designing deepwater
umbilicals, it is important to adopt a
holistic approach.
The engineer should establish a
strong functional design to ensure
the umbilicals carry out their
intended purpose until the end of the
project. An important and sometimes
underestimated consideration,
however, is also how the lines will be
eventually installed.
One of the principal factors in the
design concerns weight management.
"Many modern deepwater

umbilicals can be complex, consisting
of a number of discrete and
interdependent elements, each having
an impact on the resulting design,"
said Lars Mehus.
"Axiomatically, deeper water
umbilicals are longer and heavier
than similar units installed in shallow
waters. Normally, this greater
weight must be supported by steel
incorporated within the design
to form part of the structure. At
some critical point, or water depth,
however, there comes a point at
which all the steel's strength becomes
used up simply supporting the

Umbilical manufacturing
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umbilical’s gravitational weight."
This may be quite acceptable in
many projects, particularly those in
benign locations. In other, higherenergy areas, however, there may
be insufficient reserve strength
within the structure to support
the same umbilical if it moves
dynamically.
“Dynamic movement creates
bending stresses that have to
be accommodated for. This is
particularly especially relevant to
the design of the internal tubes,”
said Mehus.

Incorporating strengthening using carbon fibres saves weight
“To alleviate stresses, wall thickness
have to be increased which results in
a larger outer diameters. The larger
outside diameters, in turn, affects the
bending stress. All this adds to the
weight and increases the minimum
bending radius (MBR)

Increasing this does not radically
affect the installation but it is more
critical for the dynamic operation,
and at certain point, the designer will
start to face challenges of having to
incorporate a bend stiffener to protect
the umbilical within the MBR."
RISERS
Another consideration is how it
will interact with other underwater
infrastructure components. Many
deep water projects often use heavy
flexible risers to produce from the
field. These risers have their own
dynamic movement.

When the umbilical and the heavy
riser have to be installed and
configured close to each other, this
becomes another factor influencing
umbilical design. It becomes
important to ensure that the
umbilicals have a similar weight-todiameter ratio to the flowlines and
that their relative movement remains
Squashed umbilical
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coherent - avoiding the possibility of
clashing with each other.
Inside the umbilical, the longer
electrical power cables may run at
higher temperatures. This, in turn,
may result in derating the line’s
material properties for tubes.
Derating the specified minimum yield
strength lowers the allowable stress in
the tube material.
UMBILICAL LAY
During the umbilical lay process,
the line is unwound from the reel
or carousel and slowly fed out from
the installation vessel, always under
tension, at a controlled rate. The
entire suspended umbilical weight,
therefore, needs to be supported by
the lay vessel until starts to touch
down on the seabed.
This is sometimes referred to as top
tension.

CABLES AND UMBILICALS

When designing deepwater umbilicals, it is
important to adopt a holistic approach.
The engineer should establish a strong functional
design to ensure the umbilicals carry out their
intended purpose until the end of the project.
An important and sometimes underestimated
consideration, however, is also how the lines will be
eventually installed.
One of the principal factors in the design concerns
weight management.
"Many modern deepwater umbilicals can be
complex, consisting of a number of discrete and
interdependent elements, each having an impact on
the resulting design," said Lars Mehus.
"Axiomatically, deeper water umbilicals are longer
and heavier than similar units installed in shallow
waters. Normally, this greater weight must be
supported by steel incorporated within the design
to form part of the structure. At some critical point,
or water depth, however, there comes a point at
which all the steel's strength becomes used up
simply supporting the umbilical’s gravitational
weight."
Increasing the pressure of the tensioners can damage the umbilical
This may be quite acceptable in many projects,

COST SAVINGS
A good method of reducing costs is
to reduce the top tension demands.
This permits the use of smaller,
cheaper installation vessels.

including steel tubes, is around 7800
kg per m3,"said Mehus. "Submerging
the umbilical in seawater brings the
mass down to 6800 kg/m³.

The downside of less steel in the
umbilical is that it reduces its
strength. This can be offset, however,
by increasing the umbilical stiffness
which, in turn, reduces the dynamic
movement of the umbilical.

"Incorporating carbon fibres,
however, not only results a line with
a submerged rate of 600 kg/m³ but it
also has a Young’s modulus of in the
region of 100 000–150 000; not too
far from the same stiffness but only a
fraction of the weight.

One way of increasing stiffness is by
adding armouring, but this also adds
weight. Perhaps a better way is to
incorporate composite materials into
the umbilical, giving high stiffness
but low submerged weight.
"The Young’s modulus of steel is
around 200 000 while the weight

be distributed buoyancy in which
syntactic modules are added after
the umbilical leaves the tensioner.
Alternatively buoyancy can be
incorporated within the structure as
part of the umbilical design.

"It is probable that tubes composed
of carbon fibre will not replace steel
tubes, although it could possibly find
applications in the outer casing.

"Thermal regulation is very
important, especially if the umbilical
is carrying power cables," continued
Mehus. "In general, the cold water is
sufficient to offset any heat buildup but heat build-up sometimes
become an issue, especially around
structures such as bend stiffeners
which are essentially long insulated
elements.

"Another way to reduce top tension
and make the umbilical lighter is
to add buoyancy. This could either

"This is a general problem for power
umbilicals and not necessarily
related to deep water installation
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SAINT-BRIEUC CABLES
Ailes Marines in charge of the development,
construction, installation and operation of the offshore
wind farm in the bay of Saint-Brieuc, has awarded
Prysmian Group, a contract worth of about €80 million
to provide the submarine inter-array cable systems for
the Saint-Brieuc offshore wind farm in France.
Prysmian will provide its comprehensive turn-key
approach for the design, supply, installation, and
commissioning of 90 km of three core 66 kV HVAC XLPEinsulated inter-array cables.
Cable cores will be manufactured at the Group’s centres
of excellence in Montereau-Fault-Yonne and Gron
(France) and then assembled and finished in Nordenham
(Germany), providing the French market with Prysmian’s
state-of-the-art cable systems manufactured locally.
Delivery and commissioning are scheduled for the end
of 2022.

300TH TESTING UNIT
C-Kore Systems has deployed its 300th Subsea Testing
Unit. This landmark event occurred for a fault-finding
campaign off the north-west coast of Australia.
C-Kore’s Subsea Testing units have gained worldwide
acceptance with both operators and contractors for
the cost-savings the tools provide, the reduction in
personnel required for testing and the simplification
they bring to subsea operations.
So far C-Kore tools have been responsible for the
installation of 30 assets (umbilicals) and have been
used to find more than 100 faults in existing subsea
fields.
The company has grown its customer base to over
40 clients by combining cost-saving technology with
exceptional customer service.

The Bay of Saint-Brieuc
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MINING SOLUTIONS
Enshore Subsea is developing new
solutions to responsibly recover
minerals, essential for Electric Vehicle
batteries, from the vast deepness of
the ocean floor. This pioneering new
industry has the potential to create
a billion-pound-a-year market in the
North East of England, supporting
thousands of local jobs.
The subsea engineering company,
based in Darlington and Blyth, has
completed trials in the vastness of
the Pacific Ocean, in partnership with
DeepGreen Metals, Inc., developing
a new process to safely collect
polymetallic nodules; a key source
of metals critical for the growing
Electric Vehicle industry.
With more than 25 years of expertise
in subsea operations, Enshore Subsea
is taking the first steps in establishing
this new sector for the region.
Working in partnership with OSBIT a
specialist engineering company, also
based in the North East of England,
Enshore designed and fabricated its
first Seabed Mineral Collector and
recently completed a world-leading
first phase project in the Clarion
Clipperton Zone of the Pacific Ocean,
recovering more than 75 tonnes of
Polymetallic Nodules.

could sustain more than 2,500 highly
skilled jobs in the region within a £1
billion-per-year high technology industry.
The recovery of polymetallic nodules
from the seabed will mitigate many of
the major concerns connected with
conventional land-based mining. The
nodules are comprised of effectively 100%
usable materials, and since they sit atop
the seabed they do not require digging,
drilling or blasting to recover the critical
minerals.
Currently, electric vehicle battery
elements are mined in regions of high
biodiversity such as Indonesia and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Central
Africa, where children are known to
labour in abhorrent conditions. Research
shows that minerals such as nickel,
cobalt and copper can be processed from
polymetallic nodules with a fraction of
the environmental and social impacts
compared to current terrestrial mining
practices.
Enshore has developed a novel method
that both reduces the impact on the
subsea environment and minimises
plumes of seabed materials being
generated during the recovery process.

Polymetallic nodules are small
rock concretions containing high
concentrations of manganese,
copper, cobalt and nickel, and can be
found in vast areas of the world’s sea
beds in significant volumes, enough
to provide battery materials to
electrify the world’s fleet of vehicles
many times over.
The UK is among a few pioneering
countries, which have substantial
seabed exploration rights, providing
the opportunity to develop a new
industry bringing significant benefits
to the North East.
With the right level of investment
and essential government support,
the recovery of seabed minerals
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DEEP HELDER.
FOR MMT
The SeaMar Group has been
awarded a new 6 month
contract from MMT for the
offshore support vessel Deep
Helder.
The contract will commence
in July 2020. Through this
contract SeaMar remains fully
committed to further develop
its lasting cooperation with
MMT in supplying a reliable
vessel for their innovative
and efficient seabed mapping
solutions.
Earlier this year, SeaMar added
Alaborg Offshore Services to
its fleet, including the guard
vessels Alaborg, Pelican I and
Alcedo.

Deep Helder.
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MAPPING

MULTIPHASE MAP, NIGERIA
TDI-Brooks International, under contract to TGS, has completed
the offshore multibeam phase offshore the Niger Delta. This
survey took place in water depths of 750 to 3,500 meters and
is Nigeria’s first regional multi-client Multibeam and Seafloor
Sampling (MB&SS) Study.
TDI-Brooks’ R/V Gyre acquired 82,000 square kilometers of highresolution hull-mounted multibeam echo sounder data. During
the multibeam data collection a total of 1,223 active hydrocarbon
seeps were detected in the multibeam water column data.
Onboard hydrocarbon seep analysis was conducted in near realtime onboard the vessel to expedite the process of core selection.
The Gyre is fitted with an EM302 MBES (EM304 upgrade pending).
The R/V Proteus is scheduled to begin acquisition of the follow-up
Surface Geochemical Exploration (SGE) coring campaign in July
2020, where approximately 245 piston core samples targeting
suspected seep features selected from the MBES dataset will
be collected, along with an additional 45 additional piston
core samples for geotechnical and biostratigraphic studies.
An additional 17 surface heat flow measurements will also be
collected as part of the program.
Surface Geochemical Exploration is a petroleum prospecting tool
based on the premise that traces of upward migrated petroleum
from deep source rocks and reservoirs can be detected in targeted
seabed sediments and used to evaluate exploration potential.
Modern Surface Geochemical Exploration campaigns utilize
an integrated approach to identify seepage on the seafloor,
pinpoint core locations, and accurately characterize geochemical
results. The science and art of this seep hunting involves: (1)
proper selection of core sites from the geophysical records, (2)
safe and skilled acquisition of seabed cores at these exact sites,
(3) analytically distinguishing promising samples from samples
with varying levels of natural background concentrations, and
(4) properly interpreting the geochemical results in a geologic
context.
TDI-Brooks uses a sequence of specific procedures that we
developed and improved over several decades. Our method
consistently yields highly accurate identification and a quantitative
evaluation of potential sites with migrated oil. Our interpretation
of survey results is made even more robust by comparison with
our world-wide database of SGE survey results from 100,000+
samples we have collected, analyzed, and interpreted over the
years. The process consists of the following sequential steps:
Core Site Selection, Core Acquisition, Laboratory Analysis, and
Interpretation.
Upon completion of analyses, geochemical data are combined
with geophysical and geological datasets to provide insight into
migrated hydrocarbons, their type and maturity, and to prove up
charge. Surface geochemistry exploration campaigns are a lowcost exploration tool that provides insight into reservoirs at depth
before a well is ever drilled.
Multibeam map, offshore Nigeria
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TDI-BROOKS ACQUIRES GREGG DRILLING’S CPT
CONE MANUFACTURING CAPABILITY

In a strategic move, TDI-Brooks
International has entered into an
agreement to acquire Gregg Drilling’s
CPT cone manufacturing capability in
Nacogdoches, Texas.
The premises were secured the last
week in May 2020, which includes
offices, laboratory, machine shop
and warehouse space where Gregg
Drilling’s cone penetrometers
are designed, manufactured and
maintained. TDI-Brooks has also
purchased assets houses there,
including machinery, test equipment,
and inventory to manufacture these
cones.
This acquisition provides TDIBrooks full design, manufacturing,
maintenance, and calibration
capabilities of specialized cones
designed for our CPT-Stinger and
gravity CPT (gCPT) used in offshore
marine geotechnical programs.
Purchase of these assets will allow
TDI-Brooks to continue to offer
a wide array of advanced Cone
Penetrometer Testing capabilities, as
well as to develop more new features
and new tools.

Use of tools such as the cone
penetrometer, combined with
laboratory testing at TDI-Brooks,
enables the identification of
soil layers for offshore site
characterization studies.
This tool consists of a cone-tipped
probe, or penetrometer, which
when pushed into the soil collects
cone resistance, sleeve friction and
pore
pressure data used for identifying
soil type and profiling soil strength.
The CPT-Stinger installed in a
JPC core-head, is deployed and
triggered with the well-proven
TDI-Brooks JPC process, allowed to
free-fall ballistically to insert itself
into the sediment like a JPC while
constantly collecting and storing
CPT data.
Once fully embedded in the seafloor
with the necessary resulting reaction
force now available, the CPT-Stinger
is programmed to extend a rod
from inside the barrel deeper into
the formation (like a stinger) at the
standard ASTM cone push rate.
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CABLE RETRIEVAL TOOL
ROVQUIP has expanded its rental
tooling capabilities with the Webtool
CRT200T Cable Retrieval Tool.
The CRT200T is an addition to the
market options for cable recovery.
Designed with a 20t lift capability
and having the ability to grip
between 4in (101mm) and
8in (203mm) cables
this robust tool is deal
for cable repairs and
decommissioning
projects.
The tool comes with
both Hot Stab or
Torque Tool interface
options for operating
subsea and can be
supplied with a
various cutting
tool option.

LIGHTWEIGHT SPARKERS

300TH
Duraspark TESTER
This year, Applied Acoustics has
added two lightweight sparkers to its
Duraspark product line
Featuring twin banks of 40 electrode
tips, the Duraspark L80 can operate
in 40 or 80 tip mode, offering energy
outputs of either 100 Joules or 200
Joules per shot. This
makes it useful for very
shallow areas, and
coastal and estuarine
surveys.
Its small footprint
and low power
consumption makes it
particularly useful on board
smaller survey craft with limited
deck space and minimal lifting
equipment.
Meanwhile, the Duraspark
L200 features twin banks of

100 electrode tips that can be
fired at up to 500 Joules per shot
concurrently, independently, in flipflop mode or with a combination of
fire delay or split fire delay.
This flexibility, together with
selectable source depth, allows the
sound source to be used in both
shallow and deeper waters for
multiple marine geophysical data
gathering applications.
In service since 2016, the workhorse
of the Duraspark range of sparkers
continues to be the Duraspark
UHD 240/400. These proven sound
sources can be found across the
globe, acquiring the high resolution
seismic data. It can operate at energy
levels of up to 2000 Joules per shot,
these are extremely flexible tools
with the capability of working within
many project scenarios.
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Making its first appearance during
the second half of 2019, the
Duraspark UHD 400 + 400 sits at the
head of the Duraspark family and is
the most sophisticated system in the
range.
Consisting of twin decks of 400
electrode tips, the operator is able
to tune the source from the vessel
to fit the required function and
data requirements. Each deck can
be fired independently from the
CSP power supply, in flip flop mode,
combined with fire delays or a split
fire delay.
Utilising the fire delay functions,
the signatures from the 2 decks
can be combined to bubble form
the acoustic signature, creating an
extremely clean pulse at high energy
outputs, resulting in sparker data of
the highest quality and resolution.
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XLX-C ROV VIETNAM
NAVY TRIALS
Forum Energy Technologies’ remotely
operated vehicle (ROV), the Perry XLX-C,
has successfully completed harbour trials in
Vietnam.
Working with its customer Submarine
Manufacturing & Products (SMP) and the
Vietnam Navy, the harbour trials followed an
extensive commissioning period and factory
acceptance test which took place at Forum’s
test tank in Kirbymoorside, Yorkshire, UK.
The vehicle is the compact derivative of the
highly successful XLX work class ROV. The
XLX-C ROV was designed, manufactured
and tested on the same site. It is a heavyduty work class hydraulic ROV with a depth
rating of 4000m, with ancillary equipment,
including cameras, lights, altimeters and
sonars.
It will be used to support the Vietnamese’
submarine rescue vehicle in its operations
during assessment and preparation of a
site for a submersible rescue. The XLX-C is
fitted with Forum’s latest technology and
can deliver specialized equipment, including
an Emergency Life Support System, to a
distressed submarine. It was supplied with
an Emergency Life Support Stores (ELSS)
underslung ROV skid which allows the
transport and deployment of up to three
ELSS pods at once to a distressed submarine
(DISSUB).
The XLX-C is coupled with a Forum Dynacon
Launch and Recovery System (LARS)
manufactured in the US. The Houston team
also supplied a VMAX ROV training simulator
for the XLX-C as a training aid for the ROV
pilots. Forum’s software developers designed
a new scenario to instruct pilots on how to
latch the ROV with a distressed submarine
using a ‘sticky foot’ tool in order to deliver
emergency supply pods.
Forum has also provided the Vietnam Navy
with a VisualSoft, four Channel VisualDVR,
system. This is a multichannel digital video
recorder with dynamic overlay and was
supplied by Forum’s VisualSoft team in
Aberdeen, UK. The VisualSoft product line
has been synonymous with underwater
digital video recording and data management
since the company pioneered the use of the
technology 20 years ago.
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ROV RANGE
Since the late 1980’s, JW Fishers’
Remote Operated Vehicles (ROV)
have used across the globe for
various missions from the routine to
the extraordinary. The SeaOtter and
SeaLion ROV Systems are often used to
locate drowning victims with attached
sonar systems, to search a ship lost
at sea, or to conduct inspections on
submerged tanks, dams, and water
intake pipes.
The SeaLion-2 is JW Fishers’ premium
ROV. It comes standard with four highperformance motors, a 1000ft (300m)
depth rated housing, front and rear
facing camera both with pan and tilt
functionality, and an on-screen display
(OSD) of basic time, date, and GPS
coordinates.
Illumination is provided by 4400 lumen
LED bulbs and a 15in ultra-bright LCD
monitor is seamlessly displayed in the
system’s splash-proof Pelican case.
A 'power boost' feature can provide
the ROV with an extra burst of speed
for when it encounters heavier than
normal currents. The additional
payload allows the SeaLion-2 to be
fitted with various options such as
a SCAN650 sector scanning sonar
system, a manipulator arm, scientific
research equipment, or and RMD-1
remote metal detector.
SEA OTTER
The SeaOtter-2 comes with the same
features as the SeaLion-2, but is
instead rated to withstand depths up
to 500’ (150m). Ideally, the SeaOtter-2
is suited for low current applications
including piling inspections, lake
searches, tank inspections, dam
inspections, and water intake
inspections. When in its element, the
SeaOtter-2 is an incredibly powerful
tool for any operator needing reliability
and efficiency in their underwater
search.
One company purchased a SeaOtter-2
in 2019 for a very particular task.
The engineering technician shared
that “we are using the SeaOtter-2 to

AQUANCABLE
perform a thorough visual inspection
of our lake water intake piping at our
pump station. We have two 48in lake
water intakes that are approximately
975’ long that have two cribs each.
We needed an ROV that was highly
manoeuvrable, and the SeaOtter-2 fit
that bill.”
They went on to say that “by having an
in-house ROV, it enables us to perform
several inspections per year to monitor
debris, pipe condition, and more
importantly, zebra mussel infestation
as we have gone away from chlorine
for zebra mussel control. Contract
inspections can be quite costly, so we
acquire quite a savings from owning
this piece of equipment.”
The water intake inspection crew put
their JWF ROV straight to work, and
learned immediately that they made
the smart choice in making JW Fishers
part of their team;
“We performed our test voyage
on our SeaOtter-2 today and it
performed better than expected. The
maneuverability is incredible. The
forward video was clear and impressive
as can be seen by the shot of some
original markings on the inside of an
intake pipe.
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NOVACAVI has developed a
selection of subsea and marine
cables suitable for a wide variety of
underwater technologies where no
customisation is required.
Standard cables in various lengths
and combination ready in stock to
be delivered or to be manufactured
in short delivery times.
AQUANCABLE standard range
includes a selection of cable
solutions for underwater
technologies: multipurpose
communication, video, power,
data, composite hybrid cables,
armoured cables and more.
We often produce develop
purpose-designed cable but
we realised that sometimes,
customers need a dedicated
service of reliable ready to use
cable solutions. That’s what this
selected range was conceived,”
said Francesca Faverio.
Business Development Manager.
We guarantee the same
highest quality of engineering,
manufacturing and testing as
for the whole custom cable
production.
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FALCON
Nigeria-based Geocadinal
Integrated Services, a
leading service provider in
the West African offshore
energy sector, has ordered
a fully fitted Saab Seaeye
Falcon.
“We ordered a surveycustomised Falcon ROV to
support our subsea inspection
/ installation projects in West
African waters,” said Lucas Inyama,
Technical Director of Geocadinal. "
We see the Falcon as the world's most
successful underwater electric robotic
system of its classwhich will give us
an edge over our competitors in the
industry,” he added.
The customised survey suite on
Geocadinal’s Falcon includes a Digital
Edge HDD dual channel recording and
eventing system, a dual laser system
for video survey and measurement,
and a Tritech sonar.

Saab Seaeye Falcon

The vehicle also comes with five
function hydraulic and single function
manipulators, a rotary wire cleaning
brush kit, cathodic potential probe kit
and Cygnus ultrasonic thickness gauge.
Also included, is a Falcon running lock
system.
The Falcon’s concept comes from
creating a highly reliable vehicle,
packed with five powerful thrusters
and iCON intelligent power and
distributed control architecture, all
fitted into an easily handled metresized vehicle that can adopt different
tools and sensors for undertaking
numerous intricate and demanding
tasks.
l Michigan-based Hibbard Inshore
recently purchased its second Saab
Seaeye Sabertooth for long tunnel
inspection. Their initial Sabertooth
carried out a 12km run. .
The advanced Sabertooth technology
also enabled them to lead in waterfilled tunnel inspection at speed and
against flow – and negotiate more

A CPT unit that will be monitored by the ROV
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Falcon with skid being prepared for platform inspection

consecutive bends than conventional
systems.
And unlike conventional systems,
the Sabertooth’s ability to operate
in six degrees of freedom means it
can inspect all orientations of vertical

shafts, bends and angles throughout a
tunnel whilst on the move.
In addition to their single hulled
Sabertooth, Hibbard has also
successfully evaluated the double
hulled Sabertooth which has led to
the recent purchase and a vision
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of increasing their capacity to both
single and double hull vehicles to fit a
broader range of capability.
l Rovco’s recent purchase of
the Seaeye Leopard is the latest
investment in their asset pool, which

Sabertooth being launched
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Saab Seaeye Leopard
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strategically increases their capability to
serve a growing number of customers.
This high-performance electric fast ROV
work-class platform, known to function
well in difficult conditions, increases
Rovco’s service offering to support wind
farm installation and maintenance projects
throughout the lifecycle of subsea related
tasks.
Rovco aims to serve customers’ needs
in areas such as construction support,
seabed, cable and pipeline investigations
and intervention, and this vehicle backs
up the firm’s capability to deliver on its
£15m+ pipeline of upcoming work and will
bolster the range of their already growing
portfolio of subsea projects.
The all-electric design combined with
these typically smaller host vessels helps
reduce project CO2 emissions and lowers
the overall cost of projects to Rovco’s
customers.
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BURIAL SURVEY A
OFFSHORE WIND

ZANDOLIE FEED
Aquaterra Energy has been awarded
the FEED (Front End Engineering and
Design) contract by DeNovo Energy
for a second Sea Swift platform to be
located in the Zandolie field, off of the
west coast of Trinidad and Tobago.
The award follows on from Aquaterra
Energy’s successful design, build and
installation of its Sea Swift conductor
supported platform (CSP) for DeNovo
Energy’s first west-coast field
development, Iguana, in 2018. That
platform was designed and delivered
in 10 months. Since then, the Iguana
structure has safely produced an
average of 80 mmscf of natural gas
– recording uptime of 100% in 2020
so far.
The latest project will see Aquaterra
Energy apply modifications to the
existing Iguana platform, conduct a
review of the pipeline infrastructure
and design a new single well CSP
in 20m water depth destined for
Zandolie.

This platform is expected to be lighter and
smaller than the Iguana structure and will
be engineered for drilling and installation
via a jack-up rig. Together these measures
will significantly reduce project costs.
Sea Swift is a minimum-facility offshore
platform, that utilises innovative structural
configurations to reduce the overall
footprint of the facility, whilst ensuring the
highest standard in platform integrity.
The simplified design, reduced steel
requirement and focus on using available
infrastructure and fabrication facilities
keep initial expenditure low, but also
mitigate the risks of escalating project
costs.
The platform offers a low-risk, low-cost
route to reduce time to first oil or gas
production resulting in lower capital
investment – without a compromise on
the overall safety of the structure.
The work for DeNovo Energy is expected
to be completed in Q3 2020.

Modus Seabed Intervention
recently completed a high speed
bathymetric and depth of burial
survey of the inter array cable
routes on the innogy operated
Gwynt-y-Môr offshore wind farm,
utilising the Modus HAUV-2
The Gwynt-y-Môr Offshore
Wind Farm comprises 160
Siemens 3.6MW WTGs located
approximately 8 miles from the
North Wales coast in Liverpool Bay
in water depths ranging between
12m and 28m. The WTG’s are
connected by 161 inter array
cables which total circa 147km
in length. The worksite is known
for high subsea currents, so any
solution had to cope with current
up to 2kts.
To execute the O&M depth of
burial survey scope, Modus
mobilised its HAUV-2 system,
equipped with Optimal Ranging
Orion Cable Tracking System
and dual head R2Sonic 2024
Multibeam Echosounder, on the
chartered DP2 vessel “Noordhoek
Pathfinder”.
Modus said that the inherent
power and stability of HAUV2 provides unrivalled high
current workability and the
system operated throughout
the local tidal cycle. Despite
the high currents experienced,
survey speeds achieved were
approximately four times faster
than incumbent ROV based
solutions.
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AT GWYNT Y MOR
D FARM
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SUB-BOTTOM
PROFILER

Having already performed numerous
oil and gas scopes, Gwynt-y-Môr was
the first complete OWF inter array
survey performed by HAUV-2 and it
demonstrated the benefits such a
system can offer this industry sector. As
well as the high current capability, the
HAUV (unlike incumbent AUV systems)

can hover and can interchange
sensors on the vehicle, which
ensures system flexibility to change
tasks, for example the HAUV can
combine depth of burial survey
with structure inspection activities
to offer further synergy savings in
these challenging environments.

POSITIONING
VideoRay LLC and Sonardyne have
been working together to demonstrate
enhanced remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) operations through integration
with positioning systems.
Sonardyne initially integrated MicroRanger 2 Ultra-Short BaseLine (USBL)
technology with VideoRay's Mission
Specialist Technology for ROVs in
2018. Since then, the systems have
been deployed together in a range
of applications from aquaculture to
mine countermeasures operations.
Sonardyne's Micro-Ranger 2 USBL
system is designed for shallow water
tracking of divers and small ROVs and
autonomous underwater vehicles.
VideoRay's Defender and Pro 5 ROVs
feature Mission Specialist Technology.
This platform is designed using
interchangeable,
modular
components, so it is
an excellent fit for
Sonardyne's MicroRanger 2. In recent
trials, the Defender
was successfully

equipped with a Micro-Ranger 2
and a Viper mine disposal system
from ECS Special Projects. Viper
is a twin-shot disruptor with the
capability of deploying multiple
"shots" during one dive mission.
Micro-Ranger 2 calculates the
position of underwater targets
using a transceiver at the surface
to transmit an acoustic signal to
transponders attached to each
of the targets to be tracked.
Using the return signal from each
transponder, Micro-Ranger 2
determines its range (distance),
bearing (heading), and depth,
displaying the results on a radarstyle software display.

The Defender, VideoRay's
Mission Specialist ROV
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• Pole Mount or Tow
• CHIRP Transmission
• Integrated Motion &
Depth Sensors
• Dual Transmitter
• Multi-Channel
Hydrophone Receiver
• “Pipe Line” Mode
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V-Wing (with phosphate
sensor attached)

V-WING FOR TOWED ECHO REPEATER
Dartmouth Ocean Technologies
recently provided a stable V-Wing
for GeoSpectrum’s 'Towed Echo
Repeater' that simulates the acoustic
signature of various types of sound
producing devices in the ocean (such
as submarines).

V-Wing’s set depth based on the
length of cable in the water and boat
speed.

The towed echo repeater is a
costeffective tool for Anti Submarine
Warfare (ASW) training, where
an operator can gain experience
on various aspects of hunting
submarines (without the need for an
actual submarine in the area).

EdgeTech has been using the V-Wing
depressor to pair with their side scan
sonars for many years.

l Recently, Dartmouth Ocean
Technologies delivered ten V-Wing
600s to EdgeTech.

"The highly stable V-Wing is an
excellent platform for systems such
as EdgeTech’s side scan sonar, " said
Roger Race, director of innovation for
DOT.
"The V-Wing is can be used to keep a
payload at a constant depth for a given
cable length and vessel speed. DOT
can provide a variety of standard sizes
to fit most towing applications.

MOTORISED DRUM

The system relies on the V-Wing 460
to keep the transducer towed at a
fixed depth. The operational depth
depends upon cable out and vessel
speed.
The V-Wing creates a hydrodynamic
flow over its unique wing design
to produce a depressive force that
pulls down many times its own mass
(typically a 5:1 lift-to-drag ratio).
The V-Wing’s unique dihedral
wing design enables rapid descent,
submerges to unlimited depths,
stability during operations, and
minimal drag.
By eliminating the need for motorized
propulsion, V-Wing reduces potential
points of failure, product weight, and
component costs.

Engineering and construction firm,
Innovo, has designed, built and
delivered a fully electric modular
motorized drum for a leading
global subsea contractor in the
Mediterranean Sea.

The V-Wing’s self-contained towed
body also provides the flexibility
to mount a variety of marine
technologies for commercial and
government
applications.

The Innovo Motorised Drum (IMD)
for winding/unwinding Flying Leads
(FL) was delivered in under 12 weeks
complete with a Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) core allowing greater
efficiency than standard systems both
in terms of performance and energy
saving.

A command ship can receive realtime
transmissions from V-Wing via a
connected cable. Operators control

Its innovative design enables the IMD
to be loaded with a Steel Tube Fly
Lead (STFL) pallet which is placed on
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a stationary basement fastened either
to the ground or a vessel deck. A table
supports, retains and rotates the pallet
fully loaded of subsea flying leads.
With its modular design the IMD,
which was delivered complete with
drive unit and controls, can be fitted
into a 20ft container, allowing for quick
and easy deployment, preparation and
transportation.
The IMD reinforces Innovo’s reputation
for providing innovative and reliable
engineering solutions to complex
engineering challenges that improve
its clients’ competitive position, and
contribute to safe, sustainable and
cost-effective operations.

MANIPULATOR FUNDING

RE2 Robotics has received $2.5
million in funding from the Office
of Naval Research to continue the
development and commercialisation
of its technology under the Dexterous
Maritime Manipulation System
(DM2S) programme.
RE2’s DM2S technology will provide
Navy personnel with the ability
to autonomously perform mine
countermeasure (MCM) missions.
In this next phase of the program,
RE2 will upgrade its dual-arm
prototype, known as the Maritime
Dexterous Manipulation System
(MDMS), for deep ocean use; apply

computer vision and machinelearning algorithms to enable
autonomous manipulation
capabilities; and integrate with
underwater vehicles that can
autonomously navigate.
“In the first phase of this project, we
successfully developed a dexterous
underwater robotic system that
was capable of teleoperation in an
ocean environment,” said Jorgen
Pedersen, president and CEO of RE2
Robotics.
“This additional funding enables
our team to further expand and
upgrade the capabilities of our
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underwater robotic arms to
perform MCM tasks in deeper water
through the use of autonomy. In
addition, this advanced technology
will allow us to pursue commercial
opportunities, such as underwater
inspection and maintenance in the
oil and gas industry.”
Unlike other underwater robotic
systems that are hydraulic-driven,
MDMS uses an energy-saving,
electromechanical system. This
allows the system to perform
longer-duration subsea inspection
and intervention tasks while
reducing system maintenance and
downtime.
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VIETNAM TRIALS
Forum Energy Technologies’ remotely operated vehicle (ROV), the Perry XLX-C,
has successfully completed harbour trials in Vietnam. Working with its customer
Submarine Manufacturing & Products (SMP) and the Vietnam Navy, the harbour trials
followed an extensive commissioning period and factory acceptance test which took
place at Forum’s test tank in Kirbymoorside, Yorkshire, UK.
The vehicle is the compact derivative of the highly successful XLX work class ROV.
The XLX-C ROV was designed, manufactured and tested on the same site. It is a
heavy-duty work class hydraulic ROV with a depth rating of 4000m, with ancillary
equipment, including cameras, lights, altimeters and sonars.
It will be used to support the Vietnamese’ submarine rescue vehicle in its operations
during assessment and preparation of a site for a submersible rescue. The XLX-C is
fitted with Forum’s latest technology and can deliver specialized equipment, including
an Emergency Life Support System, to a distressed submarine. It was supplied with an
Emergency Life Support Stores (ELSS) underslung ROV skid which allows the transport
and deployment of up to three ELSS pods at once to a distressed submarine (DISSUB).
The XLX-C is coupled with a Forum Dynacon Launch and Recovery System (LARS)
manufactured in the US. The Houston team also supplied a VMAX ROV training
simulator for the XLX-C as a training aid for the ROV pilots. Forum’s software
developers designed a new scenario to instruct pilots on how to latch the ROV with
a distressed submarine using a ‘sticky foot’ tool in order to deliver emergency supply
pods.
Forum has also provided the Vietnam Navy with a VisualSoft, four Channel VisualDVR,
system. This is a multichannel digital video recorder with dynamic overlay and was
supplied by Forum’s VisualSoft team in Aberdeen, UK. The VisualSoft product line has
been synonymous with underwater digital video recording and data management
since the company pioneered the use of the technology 20 years ago.
The company has also announced that Wuxi Haiying-Cal Tec Marine Technology Co.,
Ltd will represent Forum for the sale of the company’s extensive range of remotely
operated vehicles (ROVs) in China, including its recently launched XLe Spirit electric
ROV.
The vehicle, which recently completed successful sea trial in Norway, is the first of a
new generation of electric observation class ROVs. It is the smallest in the new range,
and powerful enough perform subsea maintenance and repair work.
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RUSSIAN SUBMARINE “VITYAZ” REACHED THE BOTTOM OF
THE MARIANA TRENCH
The Russian autonomous underwater
vehicle “Vityaz” dived to the
bottom of the Mariana Trench to
a depth of 10,028 meters. For the
first time in history, control was
completely carried out through the
hydroacoustic channel. “Vityaz”
is the first underwater vehicle
to operate autonomously at the
extreme depths of the World Ocean.
“Vityaz” carried out mapping, photo
and video shooting of the seabed;
studied the parameters of the marine
environment.

Vityaz

The duration of the mission, excluding
diving and surfacing, was more than
3 hours. A pennant with the symbols
of the 75th anniversary of the Victory
Day was delivered to the bottom of
the Mariana Trench.

control system of the apparatus, it can
independently bypass obstacles along
the course, find a way out of a limited
space and solve other intellectual
problems.

The project was carried out by joint
efforts of the Russian shipbuilders,
scientific teams of the Russian
Academy of Sciences with the support
of Russian Foundation for Advanced
Research Projects and the Pacific
Fleet.
The “Vityaz” vehicle received its name
in honor of the legendary Soviet
research vessel, which made an
outstanding contribution to the study
of the World Ocean. Since 1949, for
18 years, RV “Vityaz” had been the
flagship of the USSR expeditionary
fleet.
According to the report of the
press service of Russian Foundation
for Advanced Research Projects,
the “Vityaz" complex includes an
autonomous underwater vehicle, a
deep-sea bottom station, and control
center equipment.

Georgy Vinogradov, a senior
researcher at the Shirshov Institute of
Oceanology of the Russian Academy
of Sciences and a repeated participant
in diving in the deep-submergence
vehicles "Mir", made a comment on
the event for rgo.ru:
- I believe that the use of this
technology will open up many new
opportunities for scientific research.
Underwater vehicles are now an
obvious trend in ocean exploration. Of
course, manned underwater vehicles
provide very valuable information.
But unmanned devices are certainly
safer, especially at such incredible
depths. They are usually controlled
via a fiber-optic cable, that is, the
Vityaz

The naval equipment of the complex
provides information exchange of the
carrier vessel with the underwater
vehicle and the bottom station in
real time via the hydroacoustic
channel. The complex consists
entirely of components of domestic
production. Thanks to the use of
artificial intelligence elements in the
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device is “tied” to the carrier ship
or underwater base. "Vityaz" works
without the optic-fiber cable. It is
controlled via a hydroacoustic channel,
that is, an underwater "speakerphone".
The device is completely autonomous.
Each of the ways of penetrating into
the depth - with the help of manned,
remotely operated and unmanned
vehicles - has its own strengths and
weaknesses. So each one needs to be
developed; and on one of these paths,
a big step has just been taken forward.
“Vityaz-D” is equipped with echo
sounders, sonar navigation and
communications equipment, sidescan sonars, has external video
cameras, lighting equipment and
special research equipment. All this
allows “Vityaz” to conduct search
and bathymetric survey of the area,
sampling, sonar survey of the bottom
topography, and measurements of
hydrophysical parameters of the
marine environment.
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ROV HYBRID

ROVs are particularly versatile, using
their multiple thrusters to manoeuvre
around zones of interest. For long
distance linear surveys, however,
many operators prefer the speed of a
towfish.
Recently , Mariscope has developed
a compact underwater vehicle that
is an amalgam between the two
technologies.
Called the Peewee 100, the hybrid ROV
is easy to carry by hand. It is typically
used for inspection and as such, it
incorporates a full HD camera installed
on a tilt system as well as a pair of
2900lm high output LED spotlights.

Peewee 100
It has a maximum operating depth
aof 100m and can move at a speed
of 3 kts courtesy of its pair of 150kW
horizontal thrusters and the single
150kW vertical thrusters.
Connecting the vehicle to the
surface, the flexible Kevlar-reinforced
umbilical cable has a diameter of
in 11-14 mm. It is available with
positive or negative buoyancy.

"The lights and camera can be tilted
simultaneously (+/- 70º)," said
Christian Haag, CEO at Mariscope. "For
position keeping and alignment, the
PeeWee 100 also has a digital (1deg
resolution), self-calibrating compass
and a digital depth meter with a
resolution of (0.1 m)

On the surface console, there is also
input data such as thruster power
consumption, light intensity, record
function, ROV temperature, camera
tilt angle and other additional
information. This is displayed on the
21in screen and recorded with the
video images.

The vehicle features stainless steel
and aluminium housings and frames
with many of the components being
modular. It comes in a package 630mm
long, 390mm wide and 270mm high.

The Peewee has auto depth, auto
dive and auto heading functions as
standard. Options include Sonar,
USBL tracking and laser pointer.
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Peewee 100 in operation
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DEVIL'S TOWER 2003
The 586ft long Devil's Tower truss spar was built at J Ray McDermott's Bantam Island facility in Indonesia.
It was loaded on the Dockwise Black Marlin and sailed 24,000km to the Gulf of Mexico. It was the world's deepest drytree platform.
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CASTINGS FOR MILLER
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R
Humphreys and Glasgow won a
contract for BP's Miller field. They , in
turn, subcontracted River Don Castings
for design and manufacture jacket
components including six 26-33t nodes.
The image shows the heat treatment
of a large node casting to improve
metallurgical qualities
And now it’s Decommissioned and cut up
for scrap. Sounds a bit negative but it’s
the inevitable arc of progression in the
oil patch.
The life cycle from the cradle to the
grave ♻
death taxes and decommissioning all
unavoidable.
BP Miller MSF module M7 Leg Nodes
and Lifting trunnions; had to make our
plate girders fit the machined nibs on
these castings which were dimensionally
challenged! and full of inclusions
Remember doing an essay on these
castings while studying offshore materials
at Cranfield
Great platform. I was on there from 1995
to 2003. Brilliant crew.
Looks like one of the bottom of the leg
on the inner bents on the jacket
Fantastic...terrific engineering, these
complex-shaped castings are quite a
technological feat. From what I have
seen previously, computer simulations
consider heat sinks and areas of slow
heat loss so as to provide information on
optimum heat treatment.
Worked on the construction of the
Miller in Nigg Bay Highland Fabricators /
Jacket also, Also the Hook Up with ASL ,
Lowestoft / Southern Sector. Some craic
for sure.
Creaky l wouldn't like the engery bill for
that
Worked on the Miller on Tyneside. AMEC
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ATLANTIS 2005
J Ray McDermott's Morgan City yard.
Three BP Atlantis modules are in their
final phase of construction.
I was the Project Controls Manager
on that project for McDermott! Great
project commercially and delivered on
time!
Those were some awesome times.
This picture brings back some found
memories.
Definitely some great times and good

workmanship and excellent memories.
Those were great days, I’m sure we all
wish it was still the same today.
It’s been a ghost yard since McDermott
abandoned the yard and went to
Mexico.
Great project. I remember it well.
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BRAE B JACKET
LOAD OUT AT THE MCDERMOTT YARD, ARDERSIER
I think this was the record for the
heaviest roll up at Ardersier. Maybe
over 4000t. A few years later I worked
there on the rolls ups on piper B.
At that stage the yard only had one
lampson crane and the pile clusters had
to be lifted separately from the roll up.
Jim Kelly that’s a big lift. Those
Lampsons were huge cranes
Was that loaded out about 86 or 87?

I’m sure it was just before piper B and I
remember the tow out?
I was on the bra A, when it came on
stream/ great memories 👍
I had a great time on there carrying
out the abandonment on all of the 29
Wells 2 years ago. Good rig with some
fantastic people.
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I inspected many of the node welds
on the Brae B
I went onto my 1st offshore North Sea
project, Brae B hook-up 1986
Found this on YouTube, short video
showing the installation of jacket and
topsides, well worth seeing.
I was working on infill legs, MSF, flare
jacket, bridge and tower at HiFab.

BP ATLANTIS

The 89 000t Atlantis semi at the Kiewit
yard in Ingleside , Texas.
The larger and near-identical Thunder
Horse had serious problems staying
afloat during the hurricane, so work
was understood to be carried out on
Atlantis while in port, to ensure lessons
were learned.
Did all the subsea from the DD2 as ROV
supt. Loved that gig.

indeed. We were installing and
testing subsea kit while drilling and
completing from the floor. Good time.
And all while the rig was drilling the
wells at Atlantis, yes?
Spent a lot of time on the Atlantis.
I was the Project Controls Manager
for McDermott when they built the
topsides at Morgan City! Great project
on time and within budget!
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Well done Kiewit lovely 4 legged semi
submersible
That was an early morning departure
from KOS and through the Corpus
Christi ship channel. I remember it
well, guiding the hull using real-time
3D channel bathymetry using D-GNSS
and sending by telemetry to all six
tugs during the transit.
I've been on this rig many times

TREASURE SUPPORTER

Another one that I know little about except
that the photo dates back to 1981 and it is a
Pacesetter design and it was owned of course,
by Consafe.
It cost around S Kr 350 million at the time.
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CSO WELLSERVICER 1998

An aerial view of the Trait plant
Brilliant DSV home for 12 yrs
Loading the risers for Schiehallion

A crafted jewel this plant and
those people.
Proud of this french industrial
know-how!

Looks familiar 🙂  souvenirs
Nice! The grey building above the ship’s
bridge was my office for most of 199798!
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DEEPWATER HORIZON
FABRICATION. 2000

Being built for R&B Falcon at the HHI yard at Ulsan,
According to my notes at the time, it was the heaviest object ever lifted, where the 12,680t deck was raised 33m using 34
strand jacks and 6 loading towers. This allowed the two hull sections ( seen left and right ) to be skidded under.
The previous record was when the Thialf raised the 11,368t Shearwater deck.
The rest is history
Interesting seeing the DWH from that
perspective. I was assigned to her
after her first well until late 2006 as a
ROV tech and supervisor
HHI yard still churn out great lifting
and skidding operations/ projects.
Last placed Ulsan 2016 FPSO and
8 top side modules circa 200,000t.
The steel they move fabricate and
erect in 24hours is on a scale like no
other!!
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PETERHEAD HARBOUR 1993

Uncle John in the foreground, probably the Amethyst there.

Great to see the happy
discussion this photo had
created 👍  can  anyone  help 
name the supply boats on
south Base? I’m going for
Far Scotia on the right as she
has distinctive bow and was
working for Phillips 66 at the
time. Steve McDonald Dave
C. Stewart Hendry any ideas
guys? Thanks UT2 Subsea for
sharing these each week 👍 
Is it the Far Viscount ?
next to the Uncle John is the
Seaway Osprey or the Seaway
Condor
Geez. Cracking photo which
brings back some memories.
That's back in the days my
pals and I would be fishing
off that North breakwater all
day long and if the big bridge
was up it was a long walk
around the old fishmarket to
get home. Did the Uncle John
ever end up grounded on the
beach in Peterhead bay?
Ian Flett I remember that
early Sunday morning well.....
Ali Baba was moored to the
tanker jetty.... four anchor
chains onto double ropes to
the four tanker jetty dolphins.
Wind picked up at around
1:00 am and within 30-mins
she was on the Lido beach.
I remember hearing Jimmy
Clubb on the lifeboat radio
when she launched asking
for the rig’s location and the
harbour told him look out of
your starboard porthole!
Ian Flett - Ali Baba. That's the
one. Thanks
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SABINE PASS, TEXAS 2000

Rigs undergoing modification. That is the Rowan Midland, Arch Rowan, Gorilla VI and Gorilla IV
Yes it is black and white.

Arch Rowan. Great diving days off
that rig with Oceaneering back in
83/84 then with the Oceantech MiniBell system for Arco in 88. Best ice
cream machine in the N. Sea.
Nice shot of all those old “homes”!!
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MURCHISON 1979
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The 25,700t Murchison jacket is the largest steel frame ever launched from a
barge. This loading was carried out at the end of a £35 million fabrication and
assembly contract by McDermott at its Ardersier yard.
Put in 3 bundled flowlines in 1980, an industry first, build onshore at Wick, towed out
and installed in June/July if I remember correctly. The first bundle was just 800m long
and 12.75” o.d. I remember my first boarding on the platform by standing on a basket
outer rim and being lifted well over 200’ to land on the helideck. Nowadays that’s
unforgivable 😱
Murchison was one of the best rigs I was on along with the Hutton TLP both Conoco
installations.
However they forgot to activate the anode protection system on
Remember doing the towed diver search prior to lifting the jacket onto the barge and
done a few seasons on the Murch with Comex
Now decommissioned!
I was on there in the early 80's as a Derrickman with Bawden Drilling. Bruce Fraser
was my Driller and the Roghnecks were Biffo (Alex Rae), Billy "Bye the Way" and Alan
Brassington. Red Turgeon was Company Man, Granny Smith, the Rig Superintendent and
Herzel Mertzel, the Toolpusher.
Where are those buoyancy tanks ?
Great picture and fond memories. My late Father worked as a Welder at Ardersier
during the late 70s/early 80s. I can just remember going to the the site social club as a
kid.
You got fit working on Murchison, so many levels from drill floor to wellbay. Enclosed
derrick which was great when it was raining but when the rain stopped, the drips didn’t.
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STATFJORD SATELLITE 1992

Pipeline protection of the Statfjord satellite area including dumping 800 000t of rock to prevent upheaval buckling of the 9
and 12in flow lines. The lay work was won by Allseas who subcontracted the work to Jebsens ACZ for the rock dumping.
The work was carried out by the Tertnes (pictured) and Trollnes
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EMERALD PRODUCER
In 1996, Midland and Scottish Resources began work on the Emerald field decommissioning
programme. The scheme was based on two floating units, the FPS Emerald Producer and the
FSU Ailsa Craig. The leased Emerald Producer was handed back to Trafalgar House for sale to Sea
Tankers.
Coflexip Stena carried out the work on the abandonment of 16 wellheads.

The old “Ali Baba”. I remember when it
come in to Invergordon from the Davey
shipyard to finish the conversion to the
Emerald Producer....
Now Called the Northern Producer and
still working well
also known as the mortgage reducer.
One of the legendary ill fated and
disastrous projects. See the article
attached
https://www.independent.co.uk/
news/business/all-at-sea-on-the-rig-of-

doom-1538550.html
I Davy should never have touched that
Contract! Those who reviewed the
contract before signing recommended
it not be taken but the Davy
management went ahead! At the time
all Davy’s best construction employees
were overseas in South Africa, so the
project was staffed with predominantly
contract hired personnel, consequently
disaster was guaranteed! Sad
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Dave as a Dundonian I might take
offence at your comments but sadly
they are entirely justified - at least
they were at the time. Fortunately
from about that point onward the
City and its population started to
have a change of attitude which
has brought about a huge
transformation. I moved back to
the city after quite a few years in
Aberdeen and surrounds and there
is not a single day when I regret that
decision.

CONGER, 2001
Amerada Hess's first
Conger subsea well began
producing in 1450ft. This
used the world's first 15
000spi specially-designed
subsea package, supplied
by ABB Vetco Gray.
"Hang on!" I hear you
scream. "The worlds first
15,000psi subsea well
was installed in 1999
on Gyrfalcon." And of
course, you are right.
But that used Cameron's
subsea tree adapted for
deepwater service. The
Conger horizontal tree was
specifically designed for
such high pressure work.
Can you expand a little on
why this is being considered
the “worlds first 15ksi
specifically designed
package?” We’ve been
building subsea 15ksi XTs
specific to customers needs
for about 15 years now.
Hi Steve, yes I was, that's
the first tree being landed
in the cellar deck of the
Ocean Valiant.
Do you know what rig that
was from? It looks a lot like
the GSF Rig 135 moon pool.
Installed with Vetco Gray
WITS system.
Love seeing the ABB sticker
on there. Those were good
times.
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VEBA'S HANZE GBS

Hanze was Veba Oil’s (now PetroCanada’s) first operatorship.
The development is based on a steelgravity based production and storage
platform.

Was working there a year ago.
Its actually operated by Dana Petroleum
now. Worked there for two years. Great
place and fantastic people 👍🏻

The picture shows it being transported
by Dockwise's Mighty Servant 3
Amazing to see the structure out of the
water!
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SANTA FE 13

Sunbathing in Cromarty Firth,
the Daewoo shipyard, South K
GSF135.
Surely disappeared long ago

Enjoyed my time on the 135, a
on it during the spell in the Cr
the derrick, third mud pump i
additional deck space for a co
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35
THUNDER HORSE 2004

We saw this listing a few weeks ago.
This is what the facility looks like when it is not at an angle

, 1986. It was built in 1983 in
Korea. Better known as the

as a Derrickman. I was
romarty Firth extending
installation and installing
ontract with BP at Miller
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SEMAC 1980
THE LAYBARGE SEMAC 1 LAYING
42IN PIPE FOR BRITISH GAS.
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EIDER 1989

Shell's Eider platform was due to cost £640 million when planning started in 1985. In the end, it came in a £350
million. It was designed using an integrated deck.
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RAM POWELL 1996
The 15,000t TLP hull was built in Taranto, Southern Italy and sailed across to the Gulf of Mexico aboard the
Mighty Servant 2. Belleli had already built Auger and Mars.
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Ram Powell was a very important project for industry,
especially for Sonsub. In a continuation of the existing
'alliance' with Shell Offshore, and in an effort to increase
up-time and subsea productivity, Sonsub partnered with
Shell, Perry, and Noble Drilling to design, build, install and
operate an improved resident ROV system. Garry Everett,
Sonsub's project manager, had many "disagreements" with
the manufacturer as they were focused on making subs
easier to produce versus easier to work on, but stuck to
his guns and convinced the client as well. This "new" ROV,
was the prototype for what would become Perry's highly
successful Triton XL platform, which despite their initial
reluctance, was sold to all of Sonsub's competitors. As
Garry told me later, "We made one too many with them
mate", and was the impetus for Sonsub to make their own
ROV, The Innovator.
There was only a few of us then, many good solid folks.
We were like family. I believe T27 was the system, the first
can in the flotation. Slyka and I plugged in many risers with
that vehicle Loved it, magic time lots of industry firsts.
The last time I saw it I upgraded it to vector thrust after it
was de mobed. Actually my last day and My last work for
sonsub. I’m not sure what happened but the leaders sure
black slide. That experience led me to do the rest of the
TLPs with OI.
I came across a innovator on a contract job I did for
Chevron. Broke my heart to see it in the condition it was
in. I’m sure it never saw salt water again.
Thanks Robert, I will point out that Macca along with
others had a fair bit of input in the design changes to
the Triton 27 system. It was the first system the pressure
vessels (control and power cans) moved into the buoyancy.
Other significant changes were, the design modification
to move to a box type frame, the buoyancy lost to the
pressure vessels, was moved into the dead space in the
center of the vehicle. A number of assembly location
changes and the end result was a vehicle with a lot of
useable deck space (for operations) with good access to
everything for maintenance and repairs. The only bummer
was we could not execute the quad thruster arrangement
instead of the triad because of budget constraints.
These changes did become the standard on the Triton XL
platform along with the quad thruster arrangement which
was very successful and yes "one too many". The timing on
this is funny because this morning, while working from my
office at home, I was just looking at the Ram Powell first oil
commemorative trophy issued by Shell dated Sept 6, 1997.
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1987 MCDERMOTT'S YARD
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In the foreground is Shell's Boxer $100 million 13,500t jacket (for work
in 229m of water). Behind that is Standard Oil's $250 million Snapper
18,600t jacket forwork in 263m of water.
Amelia, LA just to the East of
M.C. Remember flying out to
the DB-50 as a DPO in the winter
of 1988, the Bayous were frozen
over. Think it was 27 December...
Literally! All the way along 90,
from MSY to Amelia, everything
froze. A massive fish kill, very
surreal. Spent the night at some
place McD had, while waiting for
the early morning helicopter.....
The best fab yard around for
decades. Worked on building
platforms and decks there for
over 20 years. Some were
world’s first. Best welders and
fitters in the world. I drove by a
month ago on my way to Port
Fourchon. Made me sad to see it
almost empty.
Aye capt! Indeed. Not nearly
enough but long enough to be
assigned an office in both places.
My Jebel Ali FTZ photo id is
still in my ditty box. I might be
slightly biased towards Morgan
City as I was made an honorary
Cajun a long time ago.
Remember watching these being
built here in 1985-86. I was
there as the site manager for a
U.S. Navy project called CTACTS,
an eight platform air combat
training system for offshore
Georgia. The 5000-ton Shear Leg
lift barge was being built and
tested at the same time.
I was the Project Supervisor for
Boxer!
This yard by far had the best
fabrication hands, it was a great
place to work and meet some of
the best people in the oil field. I
was surprised when they closed
it.
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I had some great times and
relationships there too Mr Paul! Fab
Yard team was awesome. I worked for
the Marine Div down road and then
we moved to this yard at the end of
the 90s
My projects QP Ras Laffan (RG1)
Jackets and Floatover were in Jebel Ali
yard 1996-98; and DevilsTower SPAR
fabricated in Batam yard 2001-2004. . .
McDermott a great learning institution
..
Brings back great memories. Many
firsts developed for these two
projects in the way of use of ROV’s,
underwater hammer, long pile
handling and lowering approach,
removal skirt pile retainers, pile
closure removal, underwater block,
diverless installation, size of bent roll
ups to name just a few. I was on the
MDR installation teams for both of
them; it’s was a fun time to be in the
business, and all this during a crash in
oil prices!
A decade ago, I had the privilege of
interviewing some of McDermott's
top people for a history project. Sadly,
a few years later, this historic yard
in Amelia closed down. A historical
essay on fabrication and shipbuilding
in Morgan City/Amelia can be found
here:
https://jasontheriot.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/05/J-Theriot_Historyof-Shipbuilding-and-Fabrication-inMorgan-City_2009.pdf
Thanks Shane. I've had the honor of
interviewing many of these veterans
of industry, including Mr. Norman
McCall. His story is one of the most
compelling I've heard. I interviewed
him in my truck on the ride from Lake
Charles to Gulf Craft Shipyard and
back in one day! He definitely left a
mark on the marine industry. In the
weeks ahead I'll be posting interviews
and videos of these offshore pioneers:

BRAE B
https://jasontheriot.com/current-projects/#HallofFame
Stay tuned. I also found this YouTube video about the
legacy of Norman McCall. Please share.
Norman McCall Marine Pioneer: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=0EHKHYznlcQ
I was Standard Oil Production's construction manager
on that job. It was the Snapper, Ewing Bank 826 jacket,
48 slots and capable of carrying 2 drilling rigs. Every
single number, cost, water depth, weight quoted
above is wrong. Fake old news! I was first the lead
structural engineer, then spent more than a year in the
Amelia yard with an ISI crew (see picture with jacket in
background) supervising construction by McDermott
who were indeed very good at those things in those
days. Glenn Gros was McDermott's project manager on
that job. He was good. I then spent 10 weeks offshore
supervising installation. The jacket was installed using
the old DB28. The 4000 ton deck was the DB50's first
ever heavy lift. ~Sept 1988. Tgen we set two rigs on top.
The project was a Sohio project. The company briefly
changed its name to Standard Oil Production. Then was
almost immediately changed into BP America when BP
asserted control.
Shawn Sharkey, MBA. You are mixing up the EB165
deck lift in ~1985 which was indeed by the shear leg
and where the hook did break and by miracle the deck
fell back in the cups! Deck was later set by Heerema.
The above picks are for the EW826 jacket which was in
1988. The (repaired) shear leg was used in Amelia for
the loadout of the deck (4000t) But the offshore lift of
that deck was the DB50's 1st heavy lift. I was company
manager supervising that lift. Here is a picture of the
lift:
But somebody should be making something useful
here in the US. Most of the useful things are imported
from China! Why- is it because they are cheap? I would
suggest we should import more European-made goods
and services
These two structures truly bring back memories as
they were my first introduction to seeing fabrication
of massive offshore platforms as I started my career at
McDermott fresh out of college. From the first day, I was
hooked!
remember our 43 hour Auger Deck side loadout in the
snake pit. How many rounds of survey readings do you
think we processed? One radio to tell Slim to pull and
another to tell Robert to pump. Crazy demanding job.
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Work being carried out at Davy Offshore
Modules on Teeside. Pictures is Module
13 showing the west side platform
crane one of 2 on Brae B, and the
generator exhaust pipework

I was a welder on the hook up. Great
job and a brilliant squad on there.
John McDonough AWeldI IOSH
Remember the guys on the Britannia
mustering at some broken pieces of
GRP after bridge collapsed and smashed
the lifeboat. Good times in general
though. Take Care John 🌈
My last hook up.
Ended up with Bawden Drilling. ( now
Noble ) part of a squad of 8 rig welders.
Great job.
1988.
Aye was a good squad of rig crew some
of us stayed on the
Britannia till the cabins were ready on
the platform.
I did a lot of demos with Davy offshore
in the mid 80s demo-ing Philips Pz6129.
My first 6G with the wire was done
at Davy before the onset of Philips all
positional FCW. Good memories.
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MAUREEN
1982
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The Maureen gravity Base Platform was the worlds first
steel platform able to float to site while also providing
oil storage. It was designed by Tecnomare and built by
Ayrshire Marine Contractors at Hunterston on the Clyde.
It consisted of three 25.6m diameter tanks 74m tall.
It was then towed to Howard Doris' deepwater yard at
Loch Kishorn for 51.0006t of slurried iron ore aggregate to
be added for ballast.
The topsides were then added - the world's first
application of Brown and Root's Hi Deck floatover.
A brilliant engineering achievement at the time and I
have many happy memories of the Philips Maureen
topside construction at the Howard Doris yard in Loch
Kishorn.
LQ built at SLP Commercial Rd yard Lowestoft
I was involved in the Maureen float out decommissioning
as a sat diver onboard the CSO Orelia
Orelia was a much looked down upon DSV that was head
and shoulder better than most
Except for the Wellservicer.
Congo has similar installations made for Eni
I spent many of my early years on the Maureen project
from the appraisal drilling, first development wells,
tiebacks, completion and even drilling ER wells later in
life as the Phillips Drilling Manager. I always referred to
it as a gold-plated platform for a brass oilfield. The field
wasn't all that huge but the platform was a remarkable
structure. We hoped it could be redeployed but no luck. I
spent time in Hunterston and Loch Kishorn as well. Many
many memories. Thanks for posting. I have more photos
but on 35mm slides
I did ROV work on the removal of it.
Steel GBS lovely structure. Tried to gain interest from
a number of companies with similar wd for potential
drilling/ production use
This is an excellent example of a properly designed
structure as it was able to be refloated and towed back to
shore to be decommissioned.
you may be interested in the website about it www.
maureenalpha.eu.org
Touched on the re-floating of the structure using
buoyancy as part of my MSc In Decommissioning Thesis
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CENTRAL SECTION,
BALDPATE 1998

Still producing well for us and hopefully
for many years to come.!
Compliant towers are the state of
the art in offshore engineering.

The engineers who came to the
conclusion to consider this concept
for the first time were genius and
brave. They had the full knowledge
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of the flexible structures and the
wave forces at sea. Salute.
I remember visiting the Aker yard and
noting that almost everything was

Amerada Hess' Baldpate platform was the world's first compliant tower. It was installed in
3 sections, the base, main section and topsides.
The base was built at McDermott's Morgan City yard. The legs were 3.6m in diameter and
had 92mm wall thicknesses.
Onto this, stood the tower section. Built at Aker Gulf Marine's Ingleside yard, the 402m
long structure was installed onto the base the Balder crane vessel. The topside was also
built by Aker Gulf Marine, at Aransas Pass.
Fully installed, it measured a record-breaking 580m

built on compacted sand, no reinforced
concrete foundations. Remarkable.

finish. Many huge projects came
through in my 10 year stint at GMF

Saw that project through from start to
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VEROLME BOTLEK YARD IN
ROTTERDAM, 2000
OOOh - there's the Ensco 100 ( formally Mr Mac) and the West Omikron. Let's see - that's the
Hermod of course, but isn't that the semisubmersible Noble Ton van Langeveld next to it? Used
to be called the Neddrill 6, don't you know.
Now part of the Damen Shipyards Group, called
Damen Verolme Rotterdam, going strong as ever
before !
Remember working there. Did anybody go to the
“Pico” bar ?
I was there on the Noble Julie Robertson, 2nd from
the right. She's now called Paragon B391 and just
got her legs cut in IJmuiden.
With 5 jack-ups, 2 semis, a pipelay vessel in a
shiprepair yard, it looks like a smooth operation
and nothing to worry about. But oil prices were
lower than today, the market was very volatile
and fighting for survival part of the daily routine.
After 20 years the rough edges are forgotten and
the memories are good. Thanks for sharing this
beautiful picture.
Are you sure this was in 2000? I was part of the
Smedvig project team for the West Omikron and
that was April 1993 to March 1994. Unless the
Jack up rig came back 6 years later again but I do
not recall that.
In 2000 she was converted back from water
injection unit for ekofisk into ensco 100 drill rig.
The water injection equipment has been removed
on the picture. Her old cantilever can be seen
waiting for installation next to the large workshop.
Thom Jaspers Thanks for this information. I did not
know. I remember that the cantilever was taken off
and stored on the yard when converted to water
injection unit for Philips Petroleum Norway. Nice
memories, great project team, great yard.
Those were interesting and busy times indeed. I
remember an Ensco PM faxing a picture back to
Ensco HQ with text written on it: "view from office
window, please send help" 😉
Well it’s the end of the road some 20 years later
for the former NTvL now the MSS1 currently being
prepared for recycling. Posh word for scrap 😂  all 
good things must come to an end
Great yard to work for, I have started my career
there as many many other people in the O&M
business. In the top of this picture you can see the
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submersible drydock called" Mexico dock"
as it came from the yard Verolme has started
in Mexico which went bankrupt. As far as I
know the yard in Mexico is owned by Keppel
AmFels. The drydock has been sold to an
other company but is cutted in two parts for
transportation reasons.
I remember that well must be around the
year 2000 or 2001. A couple of Seafox
accommodation rigs in the foreground
and the Zapata Scotian, later Noble Julie
Robertson top left.
Very nice photo, from a beautiful yard. The
photo also shows the partition wall in dock
7, a smart construction to split the dock into
two parts, so that the largest dock in Europe
could be used as efficiently as possible. By
having long-term renovations take place
behind the partition wall and regular docks
in the front part. Nice old times with great
colleagues.
In the top left corner very likely Togmor will
be as well 😅😅😅
That is the mighty Lorelay!!!
Many a time in Botlek on Trident 10 and
Trident 11 in the eighties, messed up many a
boys budgets, so use to their money lasting
2 weeks at home, quite a few were skint by
the time it was ready to go home lol. We had
2 jack ups in one half of drydock and Ekofisk
barrier in the other half, good days.

HARDING 1995
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The field was developed using a TPG500 jackup drilling
production and quarters platform. This was to sit on a
concrete gravity base tank.
The would provide a foundation for the platform, allow
storage of 570 000 barrels of oil and act as a template
for 24 wells.
It was built by Costain-Taylor Woodrow at Hunterston.
It measured 121 by 115m and had a height of 19.6m,
and contained 80 square cells. On top, 20m diameter
concrete towers supported the jack-up legs.
1st oil was 1997. Topped out at 106MBD in 2000/2001.
TPG500 built by Hyundai Heavy Industries in Ulsan.
i remember the one build in holland called andoc
Lovely GBT......was involved in interface piping hook up
items and checking of Pipe Support on the roof of GBT
with Mhitu Cherelum
It could be refloated if required but initial design was
to leave base in place as it had been designed at height
(including sinkage into mud seabed) below fishing net
trawl. Plus it was marked as a hazardous zone for fishing
Was the second rig I was ever on, and was back on
about 8 years ago
I just like these images. A reminder of how creative
and innovative the oil industry was. Guess this was
the period of heroic achievement, before assets were
handed over to the accountants to run!
All l can say when in S Korea 6 weeks to assist site
based engineer they kept showing me alternative
handrail details... ship type . l continually rejected these
for BP North Sea standard type....gave them details.
staircase tread heights clearly got missed....maybe
They presented 600 workshop drawings l flew out to
get design changes directly on these drawings all to
be reviewed in a short period of time to comply with
contract
I understand one of the challenges in mating the
TPG500 to the base (steel to concrete) was the sea state
requirements - a millpond in the North Sea was a rare
occurrence and the installation had to wait for several
months to get the right conditions. Elgin used the same
superstructure, but it was onto a more forgiving sea
floor
Remember the first tow out. 2m Max swell, haha 😂.  We 
had to turn back, remember the lads videos and camera
film confiscated when it turned out wave height hit
4m. Level controllers for water and diesel storage were
swinging 0 - 100%
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RAVENSPURN 1989
In August 1989, the first closed cells within Hamilton's Ravenspurn North concrete GBS began
to be flooded. The legs started listing to a maximum angle of 37.6deg before sinking, touching
down on the seabed 42m below. After touchdown, the remainder of the cells were flooded.
The GBS was built at Laing's construction yard at Graythorp.

The Hamilton offshore Reps were
my pals: Andy Soko and Jeff Wilson
(located in the legs) Clarky (Mike
Clarke) was the Nav Arch in the
flooding control pod. Martin Worral
was the Hamilton PM. Those were
the days...
They were a very strong team - very
hands on and dedicated. It was so
sad when Soko passed away.
typical pigging job - 12 went in, 13
came out 🤷♂️
Great installation project!
Decommissioning will be interesting

I move the deck connections from the
Davy offshore yard in south bank the
Graythorp first set of load outs/loadins
I’d managed on my own, almost lost
one on the loadin at Graythorp, happy
times 😀
More please, the expanding offshore
fixed/floating renewables and
hydrogen market and people can
only benefit from seeing the at times
dramatic installations and methods
employed in Oil & Gas over the last 50
years...
Yes. Oil and Gas were the pioneers of
fixed assets designs and technology
development....all the hard work done
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for renewables and hydrogen.....
The concrete substructure was
designed by Arup and we still have
a model of it in our Houston office.
There is a really interesting article
about its design in the Autumn 1989
edition of The Arup Journal. It can be
found at: https://www.arup.com/-/
media/arup/files/publications/t/the_
arup_journal_issue_3_1989.pdf
I was on there for 5 years from 1990
to 1995 before moving over to the
Douglas Complex in Liverpool Bay.
In hindsight that was the best 5
years of my career. Great crew, great

management, and I learned tons of stuff
that has served me in good stead ever
since. ❤️
Surely it wasn't better than the Douglas
😊
A 15 stretch for murder would've been
better than the Douglas! 😉
Ian, Soko gone ? Where is Clarky
-Bournmouth ?. Dave Smith was on
Hercules with me
The project tie was a snazzy red and
blue affair with the concrete gravity
stucture on it as an emblem. It looked
like a small 3 pinned plug.
I move the deck connections from the
Davy offshore yard in south bank the
Graythorp first set of load outs/loadins
I’d managed on my own, almost lost
one on the loadin at Graythorp, happy
times 😀
On Ravenspurn right now.
Legs still standing.🤣
It used to jump when huge waves hit
the Underdeck. Scared the crap out of
me at first! 😂
Great stuff. I was Assistant Resident
Engineer on site at Graythorpe Dock
when we slip formed those legs. Then
the days of dimensional check on stab
in cones for the deck. Got to know
Teeside very well from 45m up in the
air.
Remember bidding for the PAU's from
the small team management buy out at
Burntisland Fab. Tender was to be hand
delivered to clients London project
office by 12.00 deadline or else. We
got out of Heathrow on hired Golf GTI
at 11.00 and taffy boss whose hobby
was rally driving started burning rubber.
I finished bid document mainly with
nose to windscreen and we delivered at
11.55. Was shortlisted then Hall Russell
who were going to pay yards overhead
went bust. 70's to 90's were hairy but
don't think any of us would change it.

Ace tale. Loved the nose to windscreen
smashing the tender. That's how it
should be for ever more. Wing and a
prayer and delivered the job on time.
Bravo
Very impressive large engineering
projects and pushes forward for the
day.
Seems like yesterday. It was the year
we started Colt Industrial Services
Limited, March that year. Seems like
yesterday.
Very big milestones in UK Gas and Oil
seemed a day to day occurrence and a
period when company names changed
from week to week.
Great time to be in this sector.
Great memories
Cheers,
I still say that the only guy to run
two machines at once was yourself. I
remember coming back from Fawley
and getting the call to go straight up
to Grangemouth as the shutdown was
turning sideways. Still we pulled it back
round and I worked for Jim Preston
the Refinery Manager in those days for
many years after. If cutting had failed
on that contract hydro cutting would
have reverberated as a failure through
the oil and gas sector for a long time.
You have to remember the faith they
were putting their critical path work
into was a two bit company in Hull.
Happy days, hope your well.
Yes - I worked on it - two legs to support
the PUQ deck and the 3rd leg provided
the support structure for the future
compression deck. Kudos to Richard C
Luedtke.
Worked well in service with none of
the fatigue issues inherent in steel
jackets. Will be interested to see
the approach to decommissioning.
Refloating has a number of technical
challenges.
Disposal at quayside and application
to topsides being two challenges,
the first can be overcome the second
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could divide up the contracting strategy
and increase costs.

ELGIN
FRANKLIN
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BRAE B
JACKET

Load out at the McDermott yard,
Ardersier
I think this was the record for the heaviest
roll up at Ardersier. Maybe over 4000t.
A few years later I worked there on the
rolls ups on piper B. At that stage the yard
only had one lampson crane and the pile
clusters had to be lifted separately from
the roll up.
that’s a big lift. Those Lampsons were
huge cranes
Was that loaded out about 86 or 87?
I’m sure it was just before piper B and I
remember the tow out?
I recall it being 1987
Was standing right on the barge during the
pull on with wire jacks
I was on the bra A, when it came on
stream/ great memories 👍
I had a great time on there carrying out
the abandonment on all of the 29 Wells
2 years ago. Good rig with some fantastic
people.
I inspected many of the node welds on the
Brae B👷🏼♂️
I went onto my 1st offshore North Sea
project, Brae B hook-up 1986
Found this on YouTube, short video
showing the installation of jacket and
topsides, well worth seeing.
I was working on infill legs, MSF, flare
jacket, bridge and tower at HiFab.
Great times 😀
https://youtu.be/g6k9U8favIE
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THUNDER HORSE 2005
Anyone want them i have dozens of
photos of incident, onboard Toisa
Perseus at the time
I worked on that vessel several times
on Chevron Projects! Loved it!
The crew on the Toisa Perseus did
heroic work in helping to save the
BP Thunder Horse Semi....And the
incident was in 2005...
Catastrophic event for bp and dozens
of subcontractors who supported
this epic project in the GoM. Sonsub
had 2 Innovator ROV systems on
board, as well as the HOS Dominator,
pictured here in the foreground to
carry out initial subsea inspections.
But that’s my favorite number.
The recurrences of stability issues
with Semi-submersibles MODUs are
notably, since the first major disaster,
with the Ocean Ranger, off coast
Newfoundland, in 1982, encouraging
the first Ballast Control Simulator
development, by North-American
Company, The Simtran Corporation,
who created the Drilling Simulator.
Both Innovations Awarded by OTC.
Others accidents followed, due
to the lack of BCO's training and
or improper emergency scenario
response that resulted in the sank
of PETROBRAS' P-36, Offshore Brazil,
impacting 2001's Trade Balance.
Furthermore, the Olinda Star Semi,
ex-PXIII or SS-20, which had been
selected in the middle 80's, to be
the fifth physical BCRSS-2D Project
(unmanufactured), suffered severe
list, off India's coast, after Cyclone
Phethai passage, on December 2018;
More details www.alquer.com
BP Thunder Horse PDQ
USCG video https://youtu.be/
JNWJG7H0WIE
Great synopsis Alex! I was on a
‘somewhat submersible’ that

experienced a ballast control issue,
the Diamond M Epoch, offshore
Australia, in the early ‘80’s. She listed
so badly that we were at our lifeboat
stations preparing to abandon ship.
The weather was, naturally, dreadful,
and after stabilizing, it happened a
second time the same night. Funny
how it’s always at night, and the
weather is always crappy
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Post construction QA issues that
occurr during Kitrina when they tried
to adjust ballast remotely to survival
draft and malfunctioning ballast
system...
I thought that the list was caused by a
faulty valve in the ballast system and
not due to the hurricane

built the worlds largest crane at that
time capable of lifting 11,000 short ton.

complain about the salvage crew not
wearing correct PPE...

A lot of the comments here are not
factually correct

I was there as dive tender

Very succinct and spot on David. Hope
you and yours are doing well in these
strange times
Yes, David, it’s amazing how many
people seem to know so much about
the incident that is completely wrong!
I especially like the comment about
the crane vessel helping to lift the semi
back up again. What a hoot
I was an ROV supervisor on the Viking
Poseidon
That’s awesome Jeff. Bet is was
interesting.
mustang designed this topside right?
Yes. Mustang designed all four BP
deep water projects - Holstein, Mad
Dog, Thunder Horse(Crazy horse) and
Atlantis - in that order
I remember the story of the first mate
on the Union Manta. The vessel was
going to the field to do some survey
work. He was the first to see this, as
they got closer they noticed something
didn’t look right and woke the captain.
The Captain was quite annoyed as it
was raining and an empty field with
nobody there he didn’t expect to
see anything. Quite a shock and then
calling to shore. “Your recently installed
platform is listing at about 20 degrees,”

I also remember they were tossing
around the notion of "dropped
object" as the cause, but that was
early on in the investigation
I worked for Earl Dague, the site
commissioning manager, and later
root cause investigator. Yes they
thought the ROV maybe the problem
initially. The yellow ROV was added on
at Kiewit yard in Ingleside. Kiewit also

That’s one of those phone calls you
never want to make from offshore 😳😳😳
Yep, the real story!
I recall the Smit crew with a businessas-usual, hands in their pockets
appearance strolling to the back of
the Balder for the 1st basket transfer
to Thunderhorse. It was a very tense
moment in the nightly hours moving
Balder in towards this huge, dark and
hugely listing PDQ. I heard somebody
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I remember that very well
Remember it well I was there
I'm sure we returned to it 2014/15 on
Skandi 7 with Tash and Big Ace
Never will forget that day and all
the downed platforms we lost from
Dennis....
Mustang's rendering of the PDQ
TH in DSME yard. Note the size of
ship in background...
I could have swore this was a photo
of Petrobras's P36 Spirit of Columbus,
prior to its final & tragic sinking back
in 2000, a project I was involved in for
3 years prior. A less happier ending for
P36 by the looks of it..
I was on Thunderhorse when she
was still on land just before launch in
2005. What an amazing facility.
Brings back memories being stationed
in London to assist the technical
experts while working for SMIT
Salvage on the arbitration case
Indeed Fulko. I also remember
the name Thunder Horse was
buzzing through the hallways in the
Waalhaven office at the time.
ne of the most expensive scenes in
the British disaster movie 'Flood' from
2007
Oh dear. Well done Smit...Did have
some contact with these people in
Spain prior Prestige problem
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THUNDER HORSE
ADDITIONAL IMAGES BY GRAHAM MCINTOSH
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Image: Alan Cattell

ODIN @ NINIAN SOU
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UTH
Who operated Odin? And when was she scrapped? (Assuming
she's not around any more)
Heerema. If you look closely at the picture you will see a Heerema
sign below the crane boom. Scrapped in 1994. See more at https://
freepages.rootsweb.com/~treevecwll/family/anc8.htm
Acorn Archive - Hearts of Oak - Heerema Crane Ships
Acorn Archive - Hearts of Oak - Heerema Crane Ships
freepages.rootsweb.com
Great memories.. believe first 3000 T crane at that time.
I believe it had a little more lift than that. Thor was picking up 2000
tons in Forties. I used to have a radius chart for Odin but cannot
locate.
Yes it was 3000 tons. Forties heaviest lift was 1700 tons. Memory is
really getting jerryatric
Proper hook-up work.
I was on the South (and the other Ninians) during the mid 80's
with Blandford Offshore.
The interfiled shuttle chopper was a Bölkow if I remember
correctly. Piloted by Roger Ramjett
Sorry never got to the Odin on that project. Hestle Jorna kept
sending a boat down to borrow stuff, shackles etc as Ocean Builder
was alway short on gear.
Early eighties spent installing most of the Danish/Dutch sector
infrastructure with this old girl and KD's
Great memories
An epic picture. Takes me back to my Chevron days. Many a
visit to Ninian. Even had a small helicopter permanently based on
Ninian North for infield transfers. It was piloted by “Roger Ramjett”
and it’s hanger was referred to as the “nest“. We had a gardening
club on Central and the highlight was a visit by Karen Keating and
the Blue Peter team to film a programme. I still have my Blue Peter
badge. Happy days!!
Roger Ramjett - took great pleasure in scaring newbies to the
Balkow by having them sat next to him, and going freefall at takeoff.
Good memories, my dad worked on her for quit some time as a
crane operator, spend many weekends onboard while she stayed
in Rotterdam
Remember Roger Ramjett scaring the shit out of me on a shuttle
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FRIDAY PHOTOS
LOCKDOWN QUIZ
As lockdown comes to an end, and we head towards mid-summer, we are
going to have a quiz. Woo hoo!
I haven't decided on the prize yet, but it will be something cheap and clutter
up your office rather than mine.
We will have 7 photos a day until Friday and then on Monday, I am going to
publish the answers in the next issue of UT3 which I am hoping will be out by
then.
If you have any anecdotes on the pictures, please share them
So if you wish to know the answers ( although I am sure you will get them
before then), please subscribe to the next FREE edition of UT3, the magazine
of the Society for Underwater Technology by saying HELLO to me at john@
ut-2.com
Do you see what I am doing here!
SO
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QUESTION 1
In 1997, this 250t template was installed in 1615m of water by the vessel Lorelay
for Shell in the Gulf of Mexico. Which field?

MENSA
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QUESTION 2 (LEFT)
The water depth record was held for may years by Shell’s Cognac jacket at 312m.
In 1988, this jacket deepened the record by 100m… in fact, it was only 27m
smaller than the worlds tallest building.
What was the platform and what was the worlds tallest building at the time?

BULLWINKLE
SEARS TOWER, CHICAGO
QUIZ QUESTION 3
It is 1979. Three years earlier the Norwegian Continental Shelf Institute (IKU)
developed an RCV to carry out inspection. This led to a next generation vehicle
that could also carry out cleaning operations.
Tests were carried out by Kvaerner subsiduary Myrens Verksted, who worked with
Simrad to develop a navigation system. The vehicle could work at 200m. It was
offered to market by Subtek, a company formed by Myrens, Simrad and Sub Sea
Surveys

SNURRE II
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Friday Photos QUIZ QUESTION 4
It is 1999. What is this?

BRENT SPAR

Shell’s Brent Spar was taken to Vats in Norway for dismantling in
a £23 million operation
The 13 000t hull was cut into rings for the construction of a
new quay side. At Mekjarvik near Stavanger.

Friday Photos QUIZ Q

We have had this one
It is 1995
Where is this? What

VEROL

The red submersible
Explorer
The jack up in dry do
nearest the Giant are
Esco 71 and the close
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QUESTION 5

e recently but from a different angle
are the rigs?

LME BOTLEK

e. is Sedco Explorer, formerly the Dundee

ock is the Maersk Giant. Thee two jack ups
e the Ensco80 and Esco 85. The nearest is the
est is the Arethusa Scotian
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QUIZ QUESTION 6
One completed, this will sail to one of Southern North Sea fields about 30 miles (48
km) east of the Yorkshire coast
Which yard is this? Any idea of the jacket?

UIE
AMETHYST
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AGBAMI
QUIZ QUESTION 7
The $3.5bn field oilfield project was one of Nigeria’s largest deepwater
developments.
Texaco drilled the appraisal well with the drillship Glomar Explorer in January
2000. The development consisted of a subsea production system tied back to an
FPSO. The field became operational in 2008 and reached its peak production rate
of 250,000bpd the following year
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SALTIRE
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QUESTION 8
1992 Heremac DB102 lifting a 10,800t integrated
deck lift. It is a ‘virtually identical carbon copy of the
Piper B installation launched the year before.
Which platform is it?
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REDPATH OFFSHORE AT LI
DINSDALE YARD MIDDLESB
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INTHORPE
BROUGH
QUESTION 9
Which yard is this?
Amongst the modules built there are the two
accommodation modules helideck, two upper
production decks and drill decks for Mobil's Beryl B
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HMV
HAUGESUND
QUESTION 10
Photo taken back in 1987. Which yard is this
Norwegian yard?
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QUIZ QUESTION 11 BELOW
The West Tuna platform, the last or one of the last to be installed in the Bass Strait.
There are two rigs drilling development wells – one the platform’s own and the
other from the jack-up Parameswara

TUNA A
QUIZ QUESTION 12 RIGHT
An old favourite. 1994. The Dai Hung 1 moored at the Far East Levingston. FELS also
refurbished the CALM buoy
What was the original name of the platform ? And which field did it produce?

DEEPSEA PIONEER - ARGYLL & DUNCAN
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QUIZ QUESTION 13 TOP LEFT
In 1996, the 100hp Sea Lion and the smaller 50hp Seal were enjoying great success.
By then, the top of the range was the Sea Lion Mk 2 VT featuring a pair of 7 function
manipulators and able to work down to 1000m.

RACAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
INDUSTRIES

QUESTION 14 BOTTOM LEFT
This is a three-platform field. The largest, pictured, has 3 wells. There was also a platform
with 2 wells and a monopod.
Where and what is the field?

FRATELLO, ITALY
QUESTION 15 BOTTOM LEFT
This vessel was built to develop the Single Well Oil Production System, working on BP’s
Cyrus and Donan. It then sailed to Brazil after being bought by Reading and Bates.
Whats was its name at BP, Which field did to work on in Brazil

SEILLEAN, RONCADOR
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QUIZ QUESTION 16

In 1982, the final part of the 450km 36in trunkline for Brent to St Fergus was completed. Accord
saved by keeping trenching to a minimum - less than 30% of the route was trenched, but £500 0
authorities it was not necessary to trench the entire line.

FLAGS LINE
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ding to records £40 million was
000 was spent convincing the

QUIZ QUESTION 17
When the hull of this vessel was sailed from Astano in
Spain, it was owned by one company. While the facilities
were being worked on, however, its owner began merger
negotiatitons to create the worlds largest drilling contractor.
Fully loaded, it displaces 100,000t and could drill in 10,000ft
of water
What was the vessel
Which port was it converted in
What was the name of the two companies that merged

DISCOVERER ENTERPRISE
IGNALLS' PASCAGOULA YARD
TRANSOCEAN,
SEDCO FOREX
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QUESTION 18
Accommodation and helideck module but for which North Sea field? Legend has it that throug
nearest landfall, but later on, T Boone Pickens demanded it be named after his wife.

BEATRICE
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ghout the project, it was to be called Brora after its
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CANTARELL

Friday Photos QUIZ QUESTION 19
2000. Enron had a joint venture contract with Horizon for a Pemex project offshore
Mexico. Horizon mobilised its 500t Gulf Horizon pipelay barge
So which field was that?

SUPER SCORPIO

QUIZ QUESTION 20
In 1977, Ametek developed a successful ROV but by 1985, it had
ushered in its successor with a 60hp hydraulic power unit What
was its name?
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MAUI B

DUNBAR

QUIZ QUESTION 21
Tender assist drilling - using facilities in the support rig to carry out drilling in the main
platform- two fields but a world apart.
Above: The field links to is neighbour 'A' platform by a 508mm line and from there to
shore. The semisubmersible is the Sedco 702.
Below
A platform on the other side of the globe, linked to a specially-adapted Sedco 706.
What are the two fields?
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SMART SUBSEA SOLUTIONS
Delivering data in most adverse conditions: underwater
acoustic modems with advanced communication
technology and networking
Accurate USBL and LBL positioning of underwater assets
Modem emulator and other cost-saving developer tools
Autonomous surface vehicle for bathymetry, monitoring
and AUV support

ULTRA-COMPACT
“TINY” MODEMS

S2C M (left) and the new S2C T “tiny“ modem - 20% smaller and lighter

sales@evologics.de

EvoLogics.de
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